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Abstract

Quantitative relaxation mapping allows for direct non-invasive tissue quantification with

removal of variations arising from RF fields and non-uniform coil sensitivity profiles. T2

may be quantified using multi-echo spin echo sequences; however, in practical imaging

situations, imperfect refocussing due to RF interference and imperfect slice profiles results

in contamination of the signal decay curve by contributions from indirect and stimulated

echoes.

Modelling of the multi-echo spin echo sequence by either Bloch equations or Extended

Phase Graph (EPG) allows for indirect and stimulated echo compensation (ISEC). In

this work, it is demonstrated that EPG-ISEC and Bloch-ISEC yield very similar but

systematically different T2 results. EPG fitting provides reasonably accurate T2, but is

limited by poor accuracy in resulting flip angles, and T2 errors increase when flip angles

are provided. Bloch simultaneous fitting of T2 and flip angle provides excellent results,

but can be limited by multiple solutions which can be overcome by including a flip angle

map.

Despite the availability of methods to compensate for indirect and stimulated echoes,

exponential fitting remains persistent. It is common to discard the first or all odd echoes,

to improve fitting. However, it is demonstrated in this work that this is insufficient to
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remove stimulated echo contamination, and errors in T2 fitting will remain significant,

and will vary with T2, flip angle, and echo train length.

In clinical practice, relaxation weighted images are routinely acquired, but quantifi-

cation of relaxation times typically requires additional specialized pulse sequences and

hence additional imaging time, which is not typically feasible in standard clinical prac-

tice. In this work, it is demonstrated that the Bloch-based ISEC approach permits T2

to be quantified using only a Proton Density-weighted and a T2-weighted fast spin echo

image and a flip angle map. With the addition of a T1 weighted image to the protocol,

simultaneous T1 and T2 quantification is demonstrated. This approach may enable the

introduction of quantitative relaxation into radiology protocols without substantial time

penalties.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is an established noninvasive medical imaging tool.

MRI takes advantage of the abundance of hydrogen atoms in the human body, and the

principles of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). The hydrogen atom, has a magnetic

dipole moment which is associated with its spin 1/2 nature. At thermal equilibrium,

the magnetic moments of an ensemble of spins are randomly oriented. However, in the

presence of a magnetic field, some of the magnetic moments have a tendency to align with

the magnetic field, and will precess around an axis parallel to the magnetic field at their

resonance frequency (ω0). On a macroscopic scale, this will produce a net magnetization

along the axis of the external magnetic field. With the application of a perpendicular

magnetic field oscillating at ω0, the spins may be tipped into the transverse plane where

they may be detected. Following this radiofrequency pulse, the spins will relax back

to their aligned state. This relaxation depends on local properties of the tissue, and

includes both longitudinal relaxation (characterized by time constant T1) and transverse

relaxation (characterized by time constant T2).

The benefits of MRI over other imaging techniques derive from the ability to obtain

a variety of contrasts and resolutions through manipulation of the MRI pulse sequence,

its noninvasive nature, and that ionizing radiation is not used. Sources of image contrast

include weighting by proton density, longitudinal or transverse relaxation, flow, or dif-

fusion, among others. With appropriate manipulation of MR image weighting to collect

sets of images with purposefully varied contrast, the parameters which determine that
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contrast (such as relaxation times) may be individually measured. These measurements

provide tools to probe underlying tissue properties in a noninvasive manner. The focus

of this thesis is quantification of relaxation times using high field MRI.

1.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging Background

1.1.1 Spins in a Static Magnetic Field

In the presence of a magnetic field, ~B, the potential energy of a magnetic moment, ~µ, is

[1, 2]

E = −~µ · ~B = −µzB0 = −γSzB0 (1.1)

where Sz is quantized, and may take values ±~/2, leading to a to distinct energy states

where the magnetic moment is either parallel or antiparallel to the magnetic field. There

is a tendency for spins to occupy the lower energy state, at thermal equilibrium. From

Boltzman statistics, it can be shown that the ratio of spins in the parallel (ground) state,

N↑ relative to spins in the antiparallel (excited) state, N↓, is [2]

N↑
N↓

= e∆E/kBT = e~ω0/kBT = eγ~B0/kBT (1.2)

where µ is the magnetic dipole moment, kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is temperature.

It follows that the net magnetization is1

M0 = µ(N↑ −N↓) = µN tanh(
∆E

kBT
) ≈ Nγ2~2B

4kBT
(1.3)

where N = N↑+N↓. At room temperature and at 3 Tesla, N↑/N↓ is only slightly greater

than 1 (1.0000205). However, considering there are approximately 7 x 1022 hydrogen

atoms per millilitre of water2 and our bodies are primarily made up of water, it becomes

1M0 = µ(N↑ − N↓) = µN
N↑−N↓
N↑+N↓

= µN

N↑
N↓
−1

N↑
N↓

+1
= µN tanh( ∆E

kBT
). Given small x, tanh x ≈ x, and

µ = γ~/2, we arrive at M0 ≈ Nγ2~2B
4kBT

2This may be calculated from the density of water at standard temperature and pressure, Avagadro’s
number, and the molecular mass of hydrogen.
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obvious that this results in a sufficient net magnetization in the human body when

considering a (macroscopic) imaging volume.

In the presence of a magnetic field, spins will experience a torque, and will precess

around the axis of that field at a frequency ω0 proportional to the magnetic field B0:

ω0 = γB0 (1.4)

where γ = 2.675× 108rads−1T−1 for hydrogen. The precessional frequency is also known

as the Larmor Frequency.

1.1.2 Spins in a Time Varying Field

The orientation of an ensemble of spins may be altered by the application of a radiofre-

quency (RF) field, applied for a finite time. Spins may be excited (tipped into the

transverse plane) by application of a perpendicular radio frequency pulse, B1, oscillating

at the Larmor frequency B1 = B1(t)(cosω0tx̂ − sinω0tŷ), they will continue to precess

around the axis of the magnetic field. The flip angle α (the angular displacement from

the equilibrium axis) is determined by:

α = γ

∫ T

0

B1(t)dt (1.5)

where B1 is the envelope, and T is the duration of the RF pulse. Transverse magnetization

is expressed in a complex manner [3] :

M+ ≡Mx(t) + iMy(t) = M0exp(−iω0t+ iφ0) (1.6)

where the phase φ0 is the initial phase determined by the choice of rotational axis for the

initial excitation. We may consider magnetization in a rotating frame of reference [x’, y’,

z’], rotating with ω0.

Slice selective excitation may be achieved by applying a linear field gradient G such

that the magnetic field varies spatially with location r B = B0 + Gr, and applying an

RF pulse of bandwidth ∆ω. The slice width will be determined by the bandwidth of the

3



RF pulse

∆x =
∆ω

γG
(1.7)

and the slice location may be selected my adjusting the RF frequency.

1.1.3 Signal Detection

In a receiver coil perpendicular to the transverse axis, a signal may be detected (Faraday’s

law of electromagnetic induction states that a change in magnetic flux over time induces

a current). The induced electromotive force, ε in the coil due to change in magnetic flux

through the coil [2, 3]:

ε = −dΦ

dt
(1.8)

where the flux can be written as

Φ(t) =

∫
sample

~M(~r, t) · ~Breceive(~r)dr
3 (1.9)

where ~Breceive is the receive field produced by the detection coil per unit current at all

points where magnetization is non-zero [3]. The dependence on ~Breceive is due to the

principle of reciprocity: the flux through the detection coil due to magnetization can

be found by instead calculating the flux that would be generated by that coil per unit

current [3]. The induced current is thus:

EMF = − d

dt

∫
V

~M(~r, t) · ~Breceive(~r) (1.10)

The detected complex signal, or free induction decay (FID), is described by

FID ∝Mx,y(t) ∝Mx,y(0) exp[iω0t+ iφ]exp(−t/T ∗2 ) (1.11)

where φ is the phase with respect to the receiver at t=0.
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1.1.4 Relaxation and the Bloch Equations

Spins tend to return to equilibrium. Two types of relaxation occur: longitudinal and

transverse. Longitudinal relaxation (T1), also known as spin-lattice relaxation, is an

energetic process where spins tend to return to their thermal equilibrium value, M0, fol-

lowing excitation. Transverse relaxation (T2), also known as spin-spin relaxation is the

loss of coherence in the precession of excited spins, causing a reduction in net transverse

magnetization (and therefore, reduced signal). Spin-spin interactions causes local field

fluctuations to occur, resulting in a loss of coherence. Relaxation of the transverse mag-

netization is caused by a combination of static and dynamic processes. The apparent

transverse relaxation (characterized by T2*) is the combination of these:

1

T2∗
=

1

T2
+

1

T2′
(1.12)

where T2 is the decay time for dynamic processes, and T2’ is the decay time for static

processes. Static processes may be refocussed with an RF pulse (typically 180◦), resulting

in a spin echo. Static processes are external field induced, such as susceptibility sources;

dynamic procceses are thermodynamic in nature (see below).

Spin dynamics are governed by the phenomenological Bloch equations. The Bloch

equations in the rotating frame are [3]:

d ~M

dt
= γ ~M × ~B − Mxx̂+Myŷ

T2
− (Mz −M0)ẑ

T1
(1.13)

which, taking the convention that the main magnetic field B0 is aligned along the ẑ axis,

and considering transverse magnetization Mxy = Mx + iMy, has the following solutions

in the rotating frame:

Mxy(t) = Mxy(0)exp(−t/T2) (1.14)

Mz(t) = M0 + [Mz(0)−M0]exp(−t/T1) (1.15)

where Mxy(0) and Mz(0) are the initial transverse and longitudinal components of mag-

netization.
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Relaxation in Solutions

The rate at which the distribution of spins exponentially approaches equilibrium following

excitation via absorption of RF energy is described by relaxation time T1 [4]. Due to

the small nature of this energy change, excited spins tend to not return to equilibrium

spontaneously, but tend to be stimulated by interactions with surrounding materials, or

lattice (the environment which surrounds the molecule, including the remainder of that

host molecule, other solute and solvents molecules). For example, rotating or vibrating

dipoles cause perturbations to the local magnetic field. The local field experienced by

any given nucleus fluctuates depending on the molecular tumbling of the host molecule

and surrounding molecules. Relaxation occurs due to interactions between the excited

dipole with these resulting random fluctuations in local magnetic field. This process is

most efficient when local magnetic field fluctuations occur at or very near the resonance

frequency ω0.

In tissue, each H atom in a water molecule generates a magnetic field of about 0.5

mT [4]. As the water molecule rotates and moves about in liquid, the local field changes

constantly in amplitude and direction. Molecular tumbling due to random thermal mo-

tion of the host molecule and surrounding molecules cause fluctuations in the magnetic

field experienced by a nucleus. Locally, the strength of the field is determined by the

strength of nearby dipoles in the medium and how closely they approach the proton of

interest.

Spin-spin relaxation, T2, represents the time in which the ensemble becomes disorga-

nized, and thus the net transverse component to decay [4]. This transverse relaxation of

a sample depends on the frequency distribution of the randomly fluctuating background

magnetic field. All mechanisms which contribute to T1 also contribute to T2, because

recovery of magnetization to equilibrium also results in a loss of magnetization from

the transverse plane. Additionally, local dipolar fields which oscillate at low frequency

can affect the precessional frequency of local nuclei, contributing to local de-phasing of

transverse magnetization. Low frequency content of local dipolar fields increase mono-

tonically as molecular motion decreases; T1 will reach a minimum value, and T2 will
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continue to decrease (Figure 1.1). The minima occurs where τcω0 = 0.616[4], where τc is

the correlation time (the average time for a molecule to rotate 1 radian).
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Figure 1.1: Relaxation time depends on correlation time, as predicted by Bloembergen,
Purcell, and Pound. The minima occurs where τcω0 = 0.616. The x and y axis are log
scale. Correlation time, τc increases inversely with temperature.

Relaxation theory in solutions was first described by Bloembergen, Purcell, and Pound

(BPP Theory) [5]. For water, relaxation rates may be written as [5]:

1

T1
=

3

2
γ4~2I(I + 1) [J(ω0) + J(2ω0)] (1.16)

1

T2
=

3

4
γ4~2I(I + 1)

[
1

2
J(0) + 5J(ω0) +

1

2
J(2ω0)

]
(1.17)

where ω0 is the Larmor frequency, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio for hydrogen, I is the

angular momentum quantum number, ~ is Planck’s constant and J(ω) is the strength of

local field fluctuating at frequency ω (spectral density).

For intramolecular relaxation in water, random walk of water undergoing self-diffusion

are characterized by a single correlation time τc. Given the corresponding spectral den-

sities:

1

T1
=

2

5
γ4~.2

I(I + 1)

r6

[
τc

1 + ω2
0τ

2
c

+
τc

1 + 4ω2
0τ

2
c

]
(1.18)
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1

T2
=

1

5
γ4~2 I(I + 1)

r6

[
3τc +

5τc
1 + ω2

0τ
2
c

+
2τc

1 + 4ω2
0τ

2
c

]
(1.19)

where r is the distance between nuclei.

Relaxation in Tissues

The dipole-dipole interaction is the dominant mechanism determining relaxation rates

[6]. Biological tissues are heterogeneous, and thus water may experience a variety of en-

vironments and macromolecules with which to interact. Lipids and proteins may contain

freely tumbling solute ions, but may also contain membranes and other tissues which

result in relatively restricted motion of water molecules [4]. These environments, and

the ability of hydrogen to exchange with these pools impact relaxation times. These

differences between tissues is the basis for contrast in most MR imaging. In biological

tissues, macromolecular concentration, water content and water binding are all related

to relaxation values [7].

In a multi-compartmental medium, relaxation is affected by the rate of exchange

between compartments [4]. If compartments exchange protons much much faster than

decay due to relaxation (fast exchange) the two compartments have a single relaxation

rate, which is a weighted average of the two. In the case of slow exchange, relative to

relaxation rates, the relaxation is then multi-exponential. For example, multi-component

T2 relaxation is observed in white matter, with myelin water, intra and extracellular

water, and cerebral spinal fluid being distinctly observable, and may be measured with

data of sufficient time resolution and quality. Likewise, inversion recovery data with

sufficient density of inversion times may be used to measure multi-component T1.

Relaxation times are shortened due to the presence of macromolecules, such as those

present in tissue [4]. Generally, relaxation times are observed to be much shorter in

tissues relative to pure water. Free water has a a long correlation time, and therefore

a long T1 [6]. Conversely, bound water can exchange spins with the macromolecules,

and thus has a much longer relaxation rate. In the case of fast exchange between bound

water and free water, the observed relaxation rate will become a weighted average of the

relaxation rates of the bound and free water pools.
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Magnetization Transfer

Longitudinal proton magnetization can be exchanged between water and hydrogen in

neighbouring nuclei [6]. The spins of bound protons cannot be measured due to very

short T2. However, this bound-water fraction has a large range of resonant frequencies.

This feature may be exploited, and the bound water may be saturated by choosing an

excitation frequency outside of the bandwidth of the free water. Due to very short T2,

this transverse magnetization will be immediately dephased. When these saturated water

molecules exchange to the free water pool, the resulting free water pool has less longi-

tudinal magnetization, and the signal is suppressed. This may be exploited purposefully

to weight images. Incidental magnetization transfer also occurs in multi-slice imaging.

The amount of suppression depends on the time between the off-resonance pulse and the

subsequent acquisition, and the frequency offset which is used [8].

1.1.5 Spin Echo Pulse Sequences

The spin echo was first proposed by Hahn [9] for use in NMR for quantification of

T2 relaxation and diffusion. The sequence consists of an excitation pulse, followed by

a second pulse halfway in between the excitation and echo time. This second pulse

refocusses phase accrued in the transverse plane. Spin echo may be used to quantify

T2 by acquiring images at a range of echo times, and fitting for exponential decay.

However, due to relatively long T2 times in liquids, diffusion will cause the signal to

decay prematurely, when echo times are long [9–11], and variable echo times results in

variable signal loss due to diffusion.

An example of a slice selective (2D) spin echo pulse sequence is shown in Figure 1.2.

Both RF pulses and signal are shown on the first line (RF). One line of k-space is filled

per TR. In a multi-slice implementation, after the echo train is acquired, before the next

excitation pulse, other slices may be acquired. Crusher gradients are used on each side of

the refocussing pulse. Spins which are tipped into the transverse plane by the refocussing

pulse will be dephased by the second crusher. Spins which experience both crushers will

be dephased then rephased.
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Contrast in spin echo sequences will be determined by TE and TR. Short TE and

long TR will provide a proton density-weighted image. Short TE and short TR will give

a T1-weighted image. Long TE and long TR will provide a T2-weighted image. A long

TE and short TR will have a mixed weighting. A typical T1-weighted image at 3T would

have a TR of 600 ms, and TE of 10 ms. A T2-weighted image would have a TR of 3

seconds and TE of about 80 ms.

RF

FE

PE

SS

90⁰

180⁰

90⁰

…

TE
TR

echo

Figure 1.2: An example of a 2D spin echo pulse sequence is shown. One line of k-space
is filled per TR. RF pulses and signal are shown on the RF line. Slice select (SS), phase
encode (PE), and frequency encode (FE) gradients are also shown.

Carr Purcell Meiboom Gill Sequence

The Carr Purcell Meiboom Gill (CPMG) [10, 11] sequence is a multi-echo spin echo

pulse sequence consisting of a 90◦ pulse followed by a train of 180◦ pulses which are 90◦

out of phase. The relatively short echo spacing allows for T2 to be quantified without

appreciable effects of diffusion [11]. The phase shift is intended to reduce the effects of

imperfect 180◦ refocussing pulses [10]. Multi-echo spin echo sequences used in this work

are CPMG sequences.

An example of a slice selective three echo CPMG sequence is shown in Figure 1.3.
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During each TR, each echo fills one line of k-space in the image for that echo. In a

multi-slice implementation, after the echo is acquired, before the next excitation pulse,

other slices may be acquired.

RF

FE

PE

SS

90⁰x

180⁰y 180⁰y 180⁰y

TE1

TE2

TE3

TR

…

90⁰x

Echo 1 Echo 2 Echo 3

Figure 1.3: An example of a three echo CPMG sequence is shown. RF pulses and signal
are shown together on the RF line. Slice select (SS), phase encode (PE), and frequency
encode (FE) gradients are also shown.

Fast Spin Echo

Fast Spin Echo (FSE), also referred to as Turbo Spin Echo (TSE) or Rapid Acquisition

with Relaxation Enhancement (RARE), is an accelerated spin echo sequences [12]. Image

acquisition is accelerated according to the number of echoes acquired in a multi-echo

sequence, and each echo fills a different line of k-space. Image contrast is determined

based on the low frequency information encoded at the centre of k-space. Thus, the echo

which fills the central line of k-space (corresponding to the zero frequency) will determine

the contrast of the image. The image may be acquires such that any of the echoes in the

sequence define the contrast, and thus is referred to as the effective echo time. Typically,

phase encoding will be ordered such that the effective echo fills the central area of k-space,

and other echoes are ordered to minimize discontinuities in the phase encoding direction
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(intensity will be modulated by T2 decay) which can cause blurring and ringing.

RF

FE

PE

SS

90⁰x

180⁰y 180⁰y 180⁰y 180⁰y

90⁰

…

TE1

TE2

TE3

TE4

TE5

TR

180⁰yecho 1 echo 2 echo 3 echo 4 echo 5 180⁰y echo 6

TE6

Figure 1.4: An example of a six echo fast spin echo sequence is shown. Each echo fills a
different line of k-space. Image acquisition is accelerated by the number of echoes in the
train, for a single contrast FSE. Image contrast is dominated by the echo which fills the
centre of k-space.

An example of a slice selective six echo FSE sequence is shown in Figure 1.4. The

displayed sequence uses 180◦ refocussing pulses. Frequently lower refocussing angles are

employed in order to reduce the RF power deposited3. Six lines of k-space are acquired

per TR. An example of how k-space may be ordered is shown in Figure 1.5 for this six

echo sequence. The diagram shows centric k-space ordering (the first echo fills the centre

of k-space, and subsequent echoes will fill further out).

3Power deposited by RF pulses results in RF heating, and power increases approximately as the
square of field strength and patient size. Specific Absorption Rate (SAR = absorbed power / mass) is
used to estimate increased temperature. The SAR of a sequence is estimated by the cumulative energy
deposited by all RF pulses, the TR, and the patient weight. Pulse sequences with many RF pulses of high
flip angles, such as FSE or MESE, result in high SAR. In order to reduce SAR, without reducing echo
train lengths or reducing slice coverage, refocussing angles are often reduced. Under normal conditions,
whole body SAR should be limited to 2 W/kg in the whole body, and 3.2 W/kg in the head, or a
maximum rise in core temperature of 0.5◦C [13]
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Figure 1.5: An example of how k space may be ordered is shown. The first echo fills the
centre of k-space. Subsequent echoes fill out k-space around it.

Inversion Prepared FSE

The contrast of an FSE sequence may be modified by using an inversion preparation pulse.

An inversion pulse is applied, then some time later the magnetizaiton is tipped into the

trainsverse plane, and the FSE readout train is applied. The time between the initial

inversion and 90◦ is the inversion time (TI). Different T1 values of different tissues will

result in image contrast, as magnetization recovers at different rates. If this is optimized

such that fluids (e.g. cerebral spinal fluid) will have approximately zero longitudinal

magnetization at the inversion time, this is called a FLuid Attenuated Inversion Recovery

(FLAIR). Any effective echo may be used. FLAIR images are frequently acquired as T2-

weighted.

1.2 Measuring Relaxation Rates

1.2.1 Longitudinal Relaxation

Many techniques exist to measure T1 relaxation. To measure T1, we must excite the

magnetization and observe recovery to equilibrium. The gold standard experiment for

this measurement is inversion recovery. A series of inversion prepared sequences (an

inversion prepared FSE sequences is shown in figure 1.6) with a range of inversion times

are acquired. Images should be acquired with a long repetition time to allow for full

recovery of magnetization, and a short echo time to minimize T2 weighting. Images with
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RF

FE

PE

SS

90⁰x

inversion inversion

…

TE1
TI

TR

echo180⁰y × ETL

Figure 1.6: An example of an inversion prepared fast spin echo sequence is shown. A
FSE sequence is precluded by an inversion pulse followed by some amount of waiting, in
which spins have time to recover. Contrast will be determined by the relative amount
of recovery in adjacent tissues (T1 weighting) and the effective echo time of the FSE
readout (T2 weighting).

inversion times (TI) spanning the full inversion recovery curves should be used. The

equation S = S0(1 − 2e−TI/T1) may be fit to the data either voxel by voxel, or using

regions of interest. Where perfect inversion cannot be assumed (as in realistic medical

imaging circumstances), inversion efficiency (f) should be included in the fitting model:

S = S0(1 − fe−TI/T1), as shown in Figure 1.7d. Due to the requirement of a long TR,

and many inversion times for accurate fitting, T1 measurement can be time consuming,

particularly in tissues with long T1. As a result, inversion recovery experiments are not

acquired clinically.

1.2.2 Transverse Relaxation

T2 may be measured using a standard CPMG experiment (discussed in Section 1.1.5).

For a precise 180◦ refocussing, the amplitude of the spin echoes will exhibit exponential
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Figure 1.7: From basic MR principles, we expect T2 to be observed as (a) exponential
decay, and T1 to be observed as (b) exponential recovery following perfect inversion. In
practice, (c) multi-echo sequences are not observed to have pure exponential decay due to
contributions from alternative echo pathways when refocussing pulses are not precisely
180◦, and (d) imperfect inversion is observed in inversion recovery experiments.

decay with time constant T2. However, this requires perfect 180◦ refocussing pulses,

otherwise stimulated echoes occur [14–16]. Stimulated echoes are a form of echo following

two or more refocussing pulses (which are not perfect 180◦) where magnetization has been

stored in the longitudinal plane. More specifically, consider a train of three 90◦ pulses

in rapid succession: following the first pulse, all magnetization will fall on the transverse

plane. After the second pulse, the magnetization will be tipped to the -Mz axis; after

the third, the magnetization will again be tipped into the transverse plane. In between

the first and second pulse, transverse relaxation will decay the transverse magnetization.

After the second pulse, that magnetization will be stored in the longitudinal axis, where

T2 decay does not occur. Once the magnetization is returned to the transverse plane,

it will have only experienced a T2 decay for part of the sequence. The echo resulting

from spins which were stored in the longitudinal axis is referred to as a stimulated echo.

While this example is extreme, it is obvious that following the third pulse, the resulting

spin echo will contain magnetization which as not experienced T2 decay for the full time
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between excitation and the echo time. Contributions from such alternate echo pathways

increase the amplitude of later echoes, causing overestimation of T2. In MRI, perfect

180◦ refocussing is impossible due to through-plane (slice profile) variation, B1 calibration

errors, and RF inhomogeneity [17, 18] (particularly at field strengths ≥ 3.0T)4.

Even in areas where the flip angles achieved are the angles requested, the slice profile

results in a range of flip angles contributing to the resulting signal, resulting in stimulated

echoes. Simulated slice profiles are shown in Figure 1.8. The shape of the resulting decay

curve depends on the model used for simulating RF pulses, as demonstrated in Figure

1.9.

1.3 Modelling Multi-Echo Spin Echo Pulse Sequences

Modelling of multi-echo pulse sequences falls into two categories: extended phase graph,

or Bloch equation modelling. Simulated echo amplitudes depend on the model used for

simulating slice profiles (though EPG and Bloch simulations result in identical curves

for non-selective modelling). Examples of T2 decay curves modelled using slice selective

Bloch simulations with RF pulses modelled using the SLR algorithm, slice selective EPG

[14] and non-selective RF pulses are shown in Figure 1.9. The pulses shapes used for

these simulations are shown in Figure 1.8. The use of these methods for T2 relaxometry is

described and compared in detail in Chapter 2. Explanations of each modelling technique

are included below.

1.3.1 Bloch Equation Modelling

Bloch equations may be solved in order to determine the evolution of magnetization

vectors with time, in the presence of magnetic field gradients, or RF fields. The evolution

of the magnetization vector ~M(t) = [Mx(t),My(t),Mz(t)] may be described by the Bloch

4The wavelength of the RF pulse in tissue may be calculated by λ = λ0√
ε/ε0

= c/ω0√
ε/ε0

. In tissue at high

field (defined here as ≥ 3T) , this becomes close to the size of the human head, resulting in interference,
and non-uniform B1 fields
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Figure 1.8: (a) A 90◦ excitation pulse shape and (b) the resulting flip angle distribution
modelled using a Fourier Transform (FT) approximation (blue) and using the SLR al-
gorithm (red) are shown in the top row. The bottom row shows (c) a 180◦ refocussing
pulse, and (d) corresponding flip angle distributions. The simulation reflects parameters
used for a 2D acquisition with 3 mm slice thickness.

equations. The Bloch equations in the rotating frame are [3]:

d

dt


Mx

My

Mz

 = γ


0 ~G · ~r −B1 sin(φ)

− ~G · ~r 0 B1 cos(φ)

B1 sin(φ) −B1 cos(φ) 0



Mx

My

Mz

+


(1/T2)Mx

(1/T2)My

(1/T1)(1−Mz)

 (1.20)
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Figure 1.9: A multi-echo spin echo sequence is modelled using (a) slice selective Bloch
Simulations, (b) slice selective EPG simulation, and (c) non-selective pulses. Each se-
quence was simulated with a range of B1 values corresponding to 180◦, 153◦, and 207◦

refocussing angles.

where B1 and φ are the amplitude and phase of the RF pulse, ~G is the slice selection

gradient, ~r is the location relative to the location where G=0. This may be simplified by

assuming that T1 and T2 are long relative to the RF pulse duration:

d

dt


Mx

My

Mz

 = γ


0 ~G · ~r −B1 sin(φ)

− ~G · ~r 0 B1 cos(φ)

B1 sin(φ) −B1 cos(φ) 0



Mx

My

Mz

 (1.21)

Pulse sequences may be modelled by employing solutions to these equations. Generally,

employing Taylor expansions (such as implemented in [19]) or numerical ordinary differ-

ential equation solvers (e.g. in Matlab) are time consuming. RF pulses may be simulated

using a hard pulse approximation, as implemented in The Shinnar-Le Roux Algorithm

[20].

1.3.2 Shinnar-Le Roux Algorithm

The Shinnar-Le Roux (SLR) algorithm is based on a discrete approximation to the spin

domain version of the Bloch equation. The algorithm is described in detail Pauly et al

[20]. The forward SLR transform is summarized here.
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The SLR algorithm relates an RF pulse shape with two complex polynomial functions

[B1(t), φ(t)]← SLR→ [AN(z), BN(z)] (1.22)

where B1(t) and φ(t) are the amplitude and phase of the RF pulse as a function of time.

N refers to the number of hard pulse divisions B1(t) is approximated by. AN and BN are

polynomials of order (N-1), and z = eiω∆t

The Bloch equation reduces to a rotation if relaxation effects are neglected. The

solution may be written as the initial magnetization multiplied by a 3×3 orthonormal

matrix. The rotation may also be represented by 2×2 unitary matrices

Q =

α −β∗

β α∗

 (1.23)

where α and β are the Cayley-Klein parameters, which relate to the axis of rotation n̂

and rotation angle φ

α = cos(φ/2)− in̂z sin(φ/2) (1.24)

β = −i(n̂x + in̂y) sin(φ/2) (1.25)

The magnetization following an RF pulse ~M+ may be related to the magnetization prior

to the pulse ~M− by:

d

dt


M+

xy

M+∗
xy

M+
z

 =


(α∗)2 −β2 2α∗β)

−(β∗)2 α2 2αβ∗

−α∗β∗ −αβ αα∗ − ββ∗



M−

xy

M−∗
xy

M−
z

 . (1.26)

where Mxy = Mx + iMy [20].

Shaped RF pulses may be considered as piecewise constant, and treated as a set of

N rectangular pulses. This hard pulse approximation may be used to map an RF pulse

into two complex polynomials we call the forward SLR transform. Briefly, the RF pulse

is divided into N discrete steps, and each step is treated as a hard pulse (instantaneous

rotation). If the angle is small, the rotation can be modelled by two sequential rotations:
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free precession under the effect of the local gradient field by an angle −γGx∆t, and

rotation about the applied RF vector by angle γB1∆t. The states space recursion for the

Cayley-Klein parameters isαj
βj

 = z1/2

Cj −S∗j
Sj Cj

1 0

0 z−1

αj−1

βj−1

 (1.27)

where Cj = cos(γ|B1,j|∆t/2), Sj = iei∠B1,j sin(γ|B1,j|∆t/2), and z = eiγGx∆t.

These may be re-expressed using

Aj = zj/2αj (1.28)

Bj = zj/2βj (1.29)

to obtain Aj
Bj

 = z1/2

Cj −S∗j z−1

Sj Cjz
−1

Aj−1

Bj−1

 . (1.30)

Given A0 = α0 = 1 and β = 0, the Cayley-Klein parameters at the nth time step are

(n-1) order polynomials of z−1:

An(z) =
n−1∑
j=0

ajz
−j (1.31)

Bn(z) =
n−1∑
j=0

bjz
−j (1.32)

where z−1 = e−iγGx∆t, reducing the representation of a selective RF pulse from n 3×3

matrices to two (n-1)-order polynomials.

1.3.3 Extended Phase Graph Algorithm

The extended phase graph (EPG) [16, 21] (also described by Weigel [22]) provides a simple

tool for understanding the magnetization response of a multi-echo sequences. Effects of

gradients, RF pulses, relaxation and motion phenomena may be characterized by a few
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matrix operations on configuration states [22].

Given initial magnetization (Mx,My,Mz). an RF pulse may be treated as a simple

rotation about the x axis:
M+

x

M+
y

M+
z

 =


1 0 0

0 cosα sinα

0 − sinα cosα



Mx

My

Mz

 (1.33)

where (M+
x ,M+

y ,M+
z ) is the magnetization immediately following an RF pulse with flip

angle α, rotating around the x axis is given by [16]:

M+
x = Mx (1.34)

M+
y = My cosα−Mz sinα (1.35)

M+
z = My sinα +Mz cosα (1.36)

If we consider transverse magnetization MT = Mx + iMy, we can reformulate these

equations to treat any RF pulse of angle θ to be a weighted combination of 0◦, 90◦ and

180◦ pulses resulting in transitions between longitudinal and transverse states:

Transition Weight
MT −→MT cos2(θ/2)
MT −→M∗

T sin2(θ/2)
Mz −→My sin(θ)
Mz −→Mz cos2(θ/2)
Mz −→ −Mz sin2(θ/2)
My −→Mz sin(θ)

Each pulse results in the magnetization splitting into different pathways. An example

of a phase diagram for a multi-echo spin echo sequence is displayed in Figure 1.10. Echoes

occur where phase lines cross the zero phase line. Three pathways are highlighted to show

a direct spin echo (green), stimulated echo (blue) and an indirect pathway (red). Only

the first echo is a pure spin echo. Subsequent echoes are contaminated by alternate echo

pathways, unless refocussing angles are precisely 180◦. Relaxation may be accounted for

when calculating echo amplitudes by including decay between RF pulses. It is assumed
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that strong crusher gradients fully dephase non-refocused magnetization.

Figure 1.10: An EPG diagram showing a multi-echo spin echo sequence with four RF
pulses is shown. All pathways are indicated in black. Vertical lines indicate the RF
pulses (flip angles α1,α2, α3, α4). Horizontal and slanted lines indicate echo pathways.
Diagonal lines indicate phase evolution of transverse states, while horizontal lines indicate
phase storage. Three pathways are highlighted: the green line indicates a pure spin echo
pathway, the blue line indicates a stimulated echo pathway, the red line indicates an
indirect echo pathway. The first echo is the only true spin echoes. Subsequent echoes
contain components from alternate pathways, unless refocussing pulses are precisely 180◦.

The original description by Hennig does not allow for calculations including slice

profile. Rather, exactly flip angles must be known. This method was extended by Lebel

and Wilman [14] to include an approximation of the effect of slice profile. Briefly, a

distribution of flip angles is calculated by taking the Fourier transform of the RF pulse

envelope. Decay curves are computed using the EPG algorithm for each angle in the

distribution (effectively, at each location across the slice profile), and then decays are

summed together to estimate the total decay curve. An example is shown in Figure 1.11.
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Figure 1.11: Slice selection is included in EPG by using a distribution of flip angles across
the slice width. Decays are computed at each location and summed, as shown.

1.4 Flip Angle Mapping

Flip angle varies across the volume of interest due to RF interference effects. At high

field (defined here as ≥ 3T), this effect is at pronounced due to the wavelength of the RF

field being close to the size of the human head. The wavelength of the RF pulse in tissue

may be calculated by λ = λ0√
ε/ε0

= c/ω0√
ε/ε0

. A simple approach to flip angle mapping is the

double angle method [23]. For a sequence with long repetition time relative to T1, the

signal of a sequence using excitation angle α is proportional to sin(α). If a pair of images

are acquired with excitation angles α and 2α, their relative signal intensity becomes

S(2α)

S(α)
=

sin(2α)

sin(α)
= 2 cos(α) (1.37)
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and thus

α =
1

2
arccos

(
S(2α)

2S(α)

)
(1.38)

neglecting non-ideal slice profile [24]. Ideally, the chosen flip angles should be equally

spaced around 90◦: typically nominal flip angles are chosen as α = 60◦ and 120◦. If

the flip angles used are too small or very large (either due to large interference effects

or poor choice of prescribed angle), near the zero crossings, the sinusoidal function is

approximately linear, and flip angles will not be measured accurately.

1.5 Motivation and Overview

The collection of weighted images is common in clinical practice. The contrast in weighted

images is determined by the relative parameters related to their weighting (for example,

proton density, T1, T2, T2* or diffusion), but also on parameters specific to the hardware

and MRI sequence being used. For example, image intensity may be modified by RF

inhomogeneity, sensitivity profile of the receiver coils, receiver gain, or artefacts related to

motion, acceleration techniques, or other aspects of the pulse sequence. Quantitative MRI

aims to overcome biases in images due to acquisition, and allow for comparison of data

regardless of where it was acquired by removing dependence on these nuisance parameters

[7]. Quantitative relaxation mapping provides a more specific means to monitor changes

in tissue. There is a need for non-invasive biomarkers to monitor changes in tissues

related to biological processes, disease, and medical intervention [25].

Quantitative MRI may improve knowledge of pathological processes, and potentially

be used for defining within individuals severity of disease, prognosis, or rate of disease

progression [7]. On a larger scale, quantitative MRI which is reproducible across vendors

and scanners can allow for large scale multi-centre studies which may detect small effects

due to disease processes or variations between populations [26]. This can be particularly

important for investigation of rare diseases, as detection of small changes requires many

subjects. Relaxation mapping has demonstrated variation in T1 and T2 values within

specific brain regions in neurodevelopment [27, 28], multiple sclerosis (MS) [29–33], intra-

cranial tumours [34, 35], unipolar disorder [36], Alzheimer’s disease [37], epilepsy [38, 39],
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and many other diseases and biological processes. Relaxation mapping has potential for

clinical usage where it can demonstrate changes which are difficult or impossible to

detect with conventional imaging. For example, relaxation mapping has been shown to

be useful for delineation of tumours [35], detection of tumour progression [40], detecting

changes in normal appearing white matter in multiple sclerosis [32, 41], and identifying

abnormalities in hippocampus in intractable partial epilepsy [39]. In general, changes in

T1 and T2 relaxation times are indicative of changes in tissue microenvironment.

Relaxation measurements are non-specific. Changes in microenvironment, such as

demyelination, tumour growth, or injury may result in changes in relaxation rates due

to changes in the water environment. However, the presence of macromolecules, or iron

content also plays a role. Accumulation of iron in the brain has been demonstrated in

multiple sclerosis [42], Alzheimer’s disease [37] and ageing [43, 44]. T2 is sensitive to iron

content in tissue [37, 42, 45]. Specifically, iron content in grey matter has been shown

to have a linear relationship with 1/T2 in healthy subjects [45]. T2 has been shown to

have excellent correlation with iron content in normals [46], and this effect increases with

higher magnetic fields. My own laboratory has also shown significant T2 changes in MS

[30, 31, 47].

In this work, only the human brain is examined. However, T2 quantification is fre-

quently used for characterization of tissues in vivo, including examination of joints [48–

51], muscle [52, 53], liver [54–56] and heart [54, 57–59].

The most common approach to T2 measurement is fitting of multi-echo spin echo

data. Imperfect refocussing due to radiofrequency interference [60], slice profile (Figure

1.8) [61], or purposeful reduction in refocussing angles all result in indirect and stimulated

echoes, which contaminate the signal decay [14, 16]. An obvious indicator of substantial

contamination from stimulated echoes is an increased magnitude of the second echo

relative to the first echo, such as shown in Figure 1.9. Fitting such data with standard

exponential fitting (S = S0e
−TE/T2) will result in T2 mis-estimation [62].

Error in T2 from exponential fitting varies with T2 and the amount of stimulated echo

contamination [14]. The amount of stimulated echo contamination in an echo depends on

refocussing slice profile (determined by flip angle and RF pulse shape). RF interference
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results in variable refocussing angles within the imaging field, particularly at high field.

RF pulse shape is non-standard and can vary between scanners, vendors, or with sequence

parameters. Echo spacing and the number of echoes available for fitting would also affect

results [63]. When only exponential fitting is employed, these biases may preclude the

ability to compare results across studies, compare results from multi-centre studies, which

may not use identical MR systems, or in general, compare T2 values from any experiments

where scan parameters are different.

The first main goal of this thesis is to examine and improve upon available methods for

T2 quantification from multiple spin echoes. More specifically, to identify the accuracy

and limitations of available methods, and to improve upon available methodology such

that biases in T2 quantification specific to the scanner and sequence parameters and

limitations of these methods are both minimized and understood. Chapters 2 and 3

of this thesis are dedicated to filling this gap in knowledge and expanding on existing

methods.

Methods exist which yield accurate T2 despite imperfect refocusing by employing

computational modelling of the signal response for all echo pathways [14, 64]. Direct

fitting of the spin response for T2 quantification is an area of active research using

methods such as stimulated echo compensation with echo phase graph [14, 63, 65–68], or

full Bloch modelling [64] for modelling of echo pathways. These methods employ different

models for simulation of multi-echo spin echo decay curves, but aim to achieve the same

goal: to determine both the T2 and the refocusing flip angles from the fitting process.

Differences in T2 values from these two methods have not previously been studied, nor

has the accuracy of the inherent flip angle map produced by these methods. Further,

EPG approximates the slice profile with a Fourier Transform of the RF pulse shape.

Use of a more accurate slice profile model has not been previously investigated. These

methods are examined in detail in Chapter 2.

Despite the availability of methods for more advanced fitting, expert use is still nec-

essary for implementation, and these methods require knowledge of detailed sequence

parameters including exact flip angle trains and RF pulse shapes. Not all vendors make

knowledge of detailed sequence parameters openly available. Use of exponential fitting
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remains persistent [49, 50, 55, 57, 69–71] due to its simplicity and ease of implementa-

tion. Some researchers use exponential fitting for T2, and simply acknowledge stimulated

echoes as a limitation in their study [50, 55, 57, 69]. Other researchers have used simple

remedies to attempt to limit the effects of stimulated echoes by removing echoes but still

using an exponential fit, either skipping the first echo in the train [38, 48, 52, 72–79] or

all odd echoes [54, 80]. Both of these approaches improve fit quality, and are assumed to

reduce errors in T2 fitting caused by indirect and stimulated echo contamination. How-

ever, the accuracy of skipped echo methods has not previously been fully examined. In

Chapter 3, the effectiveness of these simple remedies for T2 measurement is examined by

comparing to a Bloch modelling approach.

Relaxation mapping is a powerful quantitative MRI method, but it is not widely used

because of its difficulty to implement at high magnetic field (as described above) and

the need for specialized pulse sequences, and hence additional imaging time, which is

not feasible in standard clinical practice. However, there is demand for rapid quantifica-

tion of relaxation maps. Some authors have attempted this by directly fitting weighted

images [37, 44, 81–89] or through use of specialized sequences (for example, DESPOT1

and DESPOT2 [90, 91], QRAPMASTER [92, 93], or Fingerprinting [94, 95]). Further,

weighted images are frequently acquired in clinical and research exams, and the ques-

tion of how that data may be used quantitatively is of active interest in the research

community [96].

The second main goal of this thesis is to enable wider use of accurate relaxation

quantification. Based on the developed methods and knowledge of limitations of avail-

able models from Chapters 2 and 3, the focus of the second half of this thesis is to

develop means which enable accurate T1 and T2 quantification using only relaxation-

weighted fast spin echo pulse sequences. Weighted images are frequently acquired in

clinical and research exams. Methods to enable quantitative relaxometry from standard

radiology sequences could allow for wider use of relaxation mapping methods, where time

for dedicated sequences is not available. Furthermore, such methods have the potential

to enable retrospective quantitative analysis of existing qualitative clinical and research

data. Chapters 4 and 5 are dedicated to achieving this second goal.
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Previous work [14, 63–68] required multiple echoes to obtain satisfactory fitting condi-

tions for three fitting parameters (T2, flip angle, initial signal amplitude), which requires

multiple echoes (in practice, at least four [63], but typically many more). Differences

between T2 values obtained from exponential fitting of MESE experiments and pairs (or

sets) of FSE images have been previously noted [97, 98]. In addition, inter-site studies

have noted systematic differences between sites and vendors in T2 maps calculated from

exponential fitting of pairs of PD and T2-weighted fast spin echo images [81]. Novel

means to acquire T2 maps from standard PD and T2-weighted images are demonstrated

in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, it is demonstrated that with the addition of a T1-weighted

image, T1 may also be estimated.
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Chapter 2

Transverse Relaxation and Flip

Angle Mapping: Evaluation of

Simultaneous and Independent

Methods using Multiple Spin

Echoes
1

Purpose: To evaluate transverse relaxation (T2) and flip angle maps derived

from signal pathway modelling of multiple spin echoes using simultaneous or

independent T2 and flip angle fitting.

Methods: We examined different approaches to indirect and stimulated echo

compensated T2 relaxometry from multiple spin echoes to evaluate both T2

and flip angle accuracy in simulation, phantom, and human brain. Signal

pathways were modelled with or without independent flip angle maps using

either Bloch simulations, or Extended Phase Graph (EPG) with Fourier or

Shinnar-Le Roux approximation of slice profiles.

1A version of this chapter is published: Kelly C. McPhee and Alan H. Wilman. Transverse Relaxation
and Flip Angle Mapping: Evaluation of Simultaneous and Independent Methods Using Multiple Spin
Echoes. Magnetic Resonance in Medicine, 77(5):2057-2065, May 2017.
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Results: Slice-selective decay curves differ substantially between models. In-

accurate flip angles are obtained with EPG methods, although T2 values are

relatively accurate. Providing measured flip angles to EPG methods yields

erroneous T2. Bloch methods improve both T2 and flip angle results. Si-

multaneous fitting can suffer from flip angle redundancy yielding multiple T2

solutions, particularly in low SNR cases.

Conclusion: EPG fitting provides reasonably accurate T2, but is limited by

poor accuracy in resulting flip angles, and T2 errors increase when flip angles

are provided. Bloch simultaneous fitting of T2 and flip angle provides excel-

lent results, but can be limited by multiple solutions which can be overcome

by including a flip angle map.

2.1 Introduction

Quantification of the transverse relaxation time (T2), rather than just T2-weighting, has

many applications including investigation of liver [1, 2], heart [3, 4], brain [5–11], muscle

[12, 13] and cartilage[14–16]. However, T2 quantification from multiple spin echoes is

rarely straightforward due to imperfect refocusing pulses which produce stimulated and

indirect echoes that lead to non-exponential decay [17, 18]. Imperfect refocusing can

arise from B1 inhomogeneity [19], non-ideal slice profiles or purposeful use of reduced flip

angles.

Recent works have determined T2 by modelling the actual spin response from multi-

echo spin echo experiments [18, 20]. Two different models were used: either the Extended

Phase Graph (EPG) with Fourier slice approximations [18], or Bloch simulations [20].

These methods simulate the spin echo pathways with different models, but aim to achieve

the same goal of determining both the T2 and the refocusing flip angles from the fitting

process. However, the accuracy of the inherent flip angle map produced by these methods

has not been studied in any detail. Furthermore, differences in T2 results between the two

fitting models have not been studied. Neither has the value of a hybrid model using EPG

with Shinnar-Le Roux (SLR) slice profiles been previously considered. In addition, the
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benefits and limitations of fitting for both T2 and flip angle simultaneously have not been

compared to a similar method where the flip angle is provided a priori [21]. To fill this

knowledge gap, the purpose of this paper is threefold: evaluation of the accuracy of the

flip angle map when performing simultaneous T2 and flip angle fitting, comparison of T2

fitting with Bloch or EPG approaches, and comparison to T2 fitting with independent

flip angle mapping. These comparisons are made in simulation, phantom and human

brain, with the results clarifying differences between methods and providing guidelines

for the use of these various multiple spin echo methods for single component T2 fitting.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Overview

Multi-echo spin echo (MESE) signal decay was modelled with either Bloch [20, 21] or EPG

simulations [18] to determine T2, signal amplitude and, where necessary, flip angle. These

methods all provide both indirect and stimulated echo compensation (ISEC); however,

each method treats the RF pulses in a different manner. Signal pathways were modelled

with or without independent flip angle maps using either Bloch simulations, or EPG

with Fourier or SLR approximation of slice profiles. These six ISEC methods, as well

as a simple exponential fit, are compared in simulation, phantom and the human brain.

Simulations are used to determine accuracy of a range of T2 and flip angle fits at SNR of

50, and for a range of SNR values. Errors in fitting due to the assumption of a constant

T1 of 2 s was assessed for a range of T1, T2, and flip angle values.

2.2.2 Bloch-ISEC Fitting

Bloch equation based simulations have been previously described for simultaneous T2

and flip angle fitting [20] and for independent T2 fitting with a provided flip angle map

[21]. Here, we build on our previously described Bloch simulation based ISEC method

which used only two data points from a proton density and a T2-weighted image [21], and

extend it to an entire MESE decay train to perform either a two parameter fit (T2 and
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amplitude, where a flip angle map is provided to the algorithm) or a three parameter

fit (T2, amplitude, and flip angle). MESE data were fitted via minimization of the

sum squared difference between experimental decay curves and simulated data, using a

pattern recognition algorithm [20, 22].

A dictionary of decay curves with many T2 and flip angle values was first created.

Simulations of slice-selective MESE T2 decay curves were performed using fully simu-

lated RF pulses [23], and solutions to the Bloch equations to simulate relaxation. All

simulations were performed using in-house MATLAB (R2014a, 64 bit) code. RF pulses

were modelled with the SLR algorithm [23]. In order to model slice selection, typically

1001 points equally spaced over twice the excitation width in the slice-select direction

were modelled independently, and summed together. The SLR Algorithm is based on a

discrete approximation to the spin domain version of the Bloch equation [23]. It takes

advantage of the fact that Bloch equations reduce to a rotation if relaxation effects are

neglected during the RF pulse. This rotation can be represented by a 2 2 unitary matrix,

which may be further simplified to a pair of polynomials. Shaped pulses are broken into

a sequence of n hard pulse segments (here, n = 1024). The total magnetization response

may be calculated by the concatenation of n rotation matrices, which can be described

as two n-1 order polynomials. The SLR algorithm is described in sufficient detail for

implementation in reference (23). Alternatively, various implementations of Bloch simu-

lations, have been published online (for example, [24]). In order to model slice selection,

magnetization response to RF pulses, gradients, and relaxation must be calculated at

many points across the slice-select direction (here, typically 1001 points equally spaced

over twice the excitation width). Relaxation decay between RF pulses was calculated

according to solutions to Bloch equations. Echo amplitudes are calculated by summing

these points together at each echo time.

To create the dictionary of 510711 curves for T2 fitting, simulations were repeated for

a range of T2 (10 - 1000 ms at 0.1 ms resolution up to 150 ms, 1 ms resolution from 150

- 200 ms, 2 ms resolution from 200 - 300 ms, 5 ms resolution from 300 - 500 ms, and 10

ms resolution from 500 - 1000 ms) and normalized flip angles, nB1, (0.20 - 1.80 at 0.005

resolution), and an assumed T1 of 2 s (this assumption is examined here).
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2.2.3 EPG-ISEC Fitting

T2 fitting utilizing slice resolved EPG-ISEC has been previously described [18], and MAT-

LAB code for that algorithm is freely available [25]. The extended phase graph model [17]

provides a system of equations which describe spin amplitudes following radiofrequency

pulses of a given angle. The EPG model does not include slice selection, so Lebel and

Wilman [18] approximated the effect of slice selection by providing pre-computed flip an-

gle distributions, estimated by the Fourier transform of RF pulse shapes. EPG was then

used to calculate the resulting echo train amplitude at many locations across the slice,

given the excitation and refocusing flip angles for each location in the slice. Note that in

this algorithm, flip angle distributions are calculated once, using the prescribed angles.

Within the fitting algorithm, the flip angle distribution is scaled according to the flip

angle map fit. Relaxation decay between RF pulses was calculated according to solutions

to Bloch equations. Echo amplitudes were calculated by summing magnetization across

the profile.

Additionally, modifications to the original EPG-ISEC method [18] were tested. In

addition to using the Fourier Transform (FT) approximation, as originally used in [18], we

tested use of slice profile flip angle distributions calculated using the SLR algorithm. We

refer to these methods as EPGSLR and EPGFT, to clarify the slice profile approximation

used. The EPG-ISEC method was also modified to accept the option of an independently-

measured flip angle, reducing it to a two parameter fit: T2 and amplitude. In each

implementation, the signal was summed over 201 points equally distributed across 2

× slice width, and T1 was assumed to be 2 s within the fitting model. Note that in

this algorithm, flip angle distributions are calculated once, using the prescribed angles.

Within the fitting algorithm, the flip angle distribution is scaled according to the flip

angle map fit.

The inferiority of the exponential approach has been previously demonstrated for

EPG [18] and Bloch approaches [20, 21]. More specifically, the EPG-ISEC method has

previously been shown to be superior to the exponential approach under a wide range

of conditions that consider T1/T2 ratio, flip angle dependence, and SNR [18]. Thus we
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do not extensively consider exponential fitting, although mono-exponential fitting results

are included in all tables.

2.2.4 Flip Angle Mapping

Pairs of Fast Spin Echo (FSE) images with variable excitation angle were collected to

enable flip angle computation using a double angle method [26] with slice profile correc-

tion, as previously described [21]. Correction for the slice profile is necessary to avoid

systematic errors [27]. Here, flip angle maps are expressed as a normalized value (nB1),

which is a correction factor relating the prescribed flip angle, to the actual flip angle

achieved at the center of the slice.

2.2.5 Numerical Assessment of T2 Fitting Methods

We compared each fitting model in terms of model accuracy, robustness to noise, and

impact of providing prior flip angle maps to reduce fitting parameters. Simulated T2

decay curves with a range of T2 (20 - 200 ms) and nB1 (0.5 - 1.5), and with T1 1 s

were fitted with each fitting method (pulse shapes, gradients, and timing were matched

to experimental parameters, as described below). The ISEC T2 fitting algorithms tested

were EPGFT, EPGSLR and Bloch with all methods tested both with and without a pro-

vided flip angle map. Errors in T2 fit were computed in order to assess performance of

each fitting routine. We also examine the assumption in EPG-ISEC of symmetry around

180◦ refocusing angles by comparing sample curves from each model for selective and

non-selective RF pulses.

Simulations were used to examine the robustness of each T2 fitting model to noise.

Bloch simulated noisy data was generated by adding random Gaussian complex noise

to a set of decay curves with a range of T2 and nB1 (T2 = 20 - 100 ms, nB1 = 0.5 -

1.5, corresponding to refocusing angles 90◦ - 270◦). SNR was defined as the ratio of the

amplitude of the first echo to the standard deviation of the noise. An SNR of 50 was first

applied. Each curve was then fit with each of the six ISEC fitting algorithms, and to an

exponential model, for comparison. The process was repeated 500 times, and mean and
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standard deviation of the resulting T2 and nB1 fits was examined. To further examine

the robustness of fitting over a range of SNR (from 10 - 300), simulated T2 curves (T2

= 50 ms, nB1 = 1.0) were fitted with each method. The mean and standard deviation

in resulting T2 fits from 500 repetitions at each SNR were examined

To examine the repercussions of assuming a uniform T1, decay curves were simulated

with a range of T1s (200 - 3000 ms) and were fitted using each ISEC method, assuming

T1 = 2 s, as was assumed for in vivo experiments. Errors were examined for a range of

T2 (25 - 300 ms) and nB1 (0.33 - 1.5, corresponding to 60 - 270◦ refocusing angles).

2.2.6 Phantom Experiments

T2 fitting results from MESE experiments in phantoms were performed with comparison

to exponential fitting of a single spin echo experiment, which uses only a single refocusing

pulse, and thus exhibits no indirect or stimulated echoes. Four MnCl2 solutions with

concentrations ranging from 68-402 mM were placed in 28 mm diameter cylindrical plastic

laboratory tubes. A series of single spin echo experiments were performed (TE = 13.1,

14, 20, 30, 50, 70, 100, 200, 400, 700 ms, TR 14 s, nominal excitation 90◦; nominal

refocusing 180◦; sinc pulse shapes). T2 maps were computed by non-linear least squares

fit of an exponential function to all echo times in each single echo spin echo data set. T1

values were estimated with an inversion recovery experiment (inversion times = 14, 20,

50, 100, 200, 300, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000 ms; FSE readout; 10 mm slice thickness; TR 12

s; TE 8.5 ms). MESE data, and a flip angle map were also acquired during the same

scanning session, with parameters matched to in vivo experiments (described below), with

the exception of 10 mm slice thickness for all experiments, and TR 14 s for flip angle

mapping. T2 maps using the various ISEC fits and a simple mono-exponential model

were computed from the MESE data and compared to single spin echo T2 fits. ISEC fits

were performed using the measured T1 in each case. MESE fit results were compared to

single echo spin echo T2 fit values and to double angle flip angle measurements using a

two sample t-test, and threshold of p < 0.01 while accounting for multiple comparisons

using a Bonferroni correction.
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2.2.7 In Vivo Experiments

Axial single-slice two dimensional MESE images of the human brain were acquired in nine

healthy volunteers (6 male, aged 29.1±5.1 years) through iron-rich deep grey matter.

MESE sequence parameters included: TR 3 s, echo spacing 10 ms, echo train length

32, nominal excitation 90◦; nominal refocusing 180◦, excitation and refocusing pulse

durations 4 ms and 1.6 ms, excitation width 4 mm, refocusing width 1.75 × excitation

width, Gaussian pulse shapes (time-bandwidth product 2.69; 5 sigma width), matrix 256

× 145 × 1, voxel size 1 × 1.25 × 4 mm3. FSE images for flip angle mapping were acquired

with resolution and pulse shapes matched to the MESE acquisition. All experiments were

performed on a Varian Unity Inova 4.7 T whole-body imaging system.

Regions-of-interest (ROIs) were drawn selecting four grey matter regions (putamen,

globus pallidus, head of the caudate nucleus, thalamus) and two white matter regions

(frontal and posterior white matter). Mean ROI T2 values were reported, with bilateral

ROIs combined.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Simulations

Slice selective simulations of MESE sequences differ, depending on the model used. Figure

2.1 shows decay curves for three choices of refocusing angles (180◦ ±17◦), using both non-

selective (a) and slice selective simulations with Bloch (b) or EPG methods (c,d). While

the EPG and Bloch simulations reduce to the same results in a non-selective application,

they are not equivalent when slice selective pulses are simulated. Furthermore, symmetry

around refocusing angles of 180◦ is only achieved in the non-selective case.

Accuracy of T2 and nB1 fitting was examined at an SNR of 50. Mean error in T2

fit (Fig. 2.2) and corresponding mean nB1 maps (Fig. 2.3) are shown. In regard to T2,

EPGSLR (Fig. 2.2c) provides improved accuracy in T2 over the original EPGFT method

(Fig. 2.2b), however the Bloch-based methods provide best accuracy (Fig. 2.2a,d). When

provided with accurate flip angles, both EPG methods perform poorly (Fig. 2.2e,f),
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Figure 2.1: T2 decay curves with T2 = 50 ms and nB1 = 0.85, 1 and 1.15 were computed
using the following simulations: (a) non-selective (b) slice selective Bloch, (c) EPGFT,
and (d) EPGSLR. Except for the non-selective case, symmetry around 180◦ refocusing
angles is not observed, and models do not provide equivalent results.

and significantly over or underestimate T2. In regard to flip angle accuracy, neither

of the EPG fitting models provides an accurate nB1 map across the range of values,

while simulations show the Bloch approach to be more effective (Fig. 2.3). Exponential

fitting resulted in overestimation of T2 of 20-159% in the range of values tested (see

Supplementary Figure A.1).

The coefficient of variation (COV) of T2 for the SNR of 50 case considered in Fig.

2.2 is shown in Fig. 2.4. Three parameter Bloch and EPG have similar levels of variation

in fit results. Providing the flip angle to the Bloch fitting model, reduces the number

of fitting parameters thus decreasing variation in re-sults. For lower SNR values, such
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Figure 2.2: Mean error in T2 fit result (%) from simulated T2 decay curves with T1 =1
s, 500 repetitions at SNR = 50 for simultaneous T2 and nB1 fitting using (a) Bloch,(b)
EPGFT, (c) EPGSLR. Bottom row (d-f) nB1 is provided to the fitting algorithm: (d)
Bloch (e) EPGFT, (f) EPGSLR.

as SNR < 20, all methods performed poorly. Standard deviations rose sharply as SNR

decreased below 30 (see Supplementary Figure A.2), and thus ROIs in in vivo data with

SNR < 30 were not included in the reported values

T2 mapping using the Bloch model for ISEC was found to be robust to errors in the

assumed T1, where T1 is estimated within 1 second (see Supplementary Figure A.3. The

EPGSLR fitting model was similarly robust, however, the EPGFT model, overestimated

T2. Fit accuracy in all models is relatively insensitive to T1, when fitting uses a T1

estimate (here, 2 s) within 1 s of the actual T1 (1 - 3 s).

Potential redundant solutions when fitting nB1 and T2 simultaneously are illustrated

in Fig. 2.5 using the Bloch method. We compare a simulated data curve (T2 = 70

ms, nB1 = 0.80) with no added noise to similar curves in the fitting space (Fig. 2.5a).

All sample curves shown would provide a fit with an R2 of 0.99. A map of the sum of

square of residuals for a range of possible fit parameters for a simulated zero noise curve
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Figure 2.3: Mean nB1 results are shown in color from each fitting algorithm with actual
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Bloch, (c) EPGFT, and (d) EPGSLR. Cross sections from b-d are examined in (e-g) for
T2 = 50 ms, showing mean (solid line) ± 1 standard deviation (dashed line) in nB1 fit
results, relative to the simulated nB1 value (black).
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for simultaneous T2 and nB1 fitting using three parameter (a) Bloch-ISEC,(b) EPGFT

model, (c) EPGSLR fit , or (d) two parameter Bloch-ISEC.

is shown in 5b. If nB1 was known, the range of potential T2 fits is reduced to a vertical

intersection in 5b. The minimum point is evident in this zero noise simulation, however,

a local minimum may also be found with nB1 > 1. Further, the sum squared residuals at

the shown alternative solutions are comparable to values that would be expected for an

accurate fit of a data curve with SNR between 80 and 100. As SNR decreases, the ability

of the fitting algorithm to reliably converge on the correct T2 and nB1 fit is hindered, as

alternate local minima may be found. Histograms with SNR 50 (Fig. 2.5c-e) illustrate
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widening in the distribution of T2 results and emergence of two nB1 fit results, when

simultaneously fitting for T2 and flip angle.
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Figure 2.5: (a) Data points from a Bloch simulated curve with T2 = 70 ms and nB1 =
0.8 are shown with three incorrect fit curves, each with R2 0.99. (b) The sum squared
residual compared to a range of dictionary curves is shown for the simulated (zero noise)
curve. The correct fit is marked by ×, and 2 indicates other curves from (a). Histograms
of (c) T2 and (d) nB1 fit results from 500 repetitions of Bloch fitting with SNR = 50
demonstrate how noise impacts the nB1 measurement, and increases the uncertainty in
T2 fit results relative to (e) two parameter T2 Bloch fitting.

2.3.2 Experimental Results

T2 and flip angle results from phantom experiments are shown in Table 2.1. Results

from ISEC fitting methods using two and three parameter (abbreviated 2p and 3p in

the table) are compared to T2 values from the single echo spin echo experiment, and

measured flip angles from the double angle experiment, with most values found to be

statistically significantly different (p < 0.01, with a Bonferroni correction for multiple

corrections), as expected from simulation. Two parameter EPG fitting resulted in T2

estimates which were inconsistent with spin echo T2 results as predicted from simulation.

Two parameter and three parameter Bloch fits yielded similar T2 to single spin echo.
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For T2s below 50 ms, EPGFT overestimates T2, which is improved by use of EPGSLR.

For longer T2, relative discrepancies between models in T2 fit results are smaller, with

EPGFT tending to provide longer T2 relative to Bloch fitting, and smaller differences are

observed between Bloch and EPGSLR. In terms of flip angles, the EPG methods perform

poorly and the Bloch modelling generally yielded improved flip angle fit results, except

in the 155◦ case which was mistaken for 202◦ due to approximate flip angle redundancy

around 180◦.

Mean T2 from nine volunteers in various grey and white matter regions are shown in

Table 2.2, with example parameter maps from each fitting model shown in Fig. 2.6. T2

results of the two Bloch based methods were very similar. As expected, T2 values from

EPGFT are generally increased relative to the Bloch-ISEC methods. EPGSLR methods

typically resulted in T2 s being much closer to the Bloch results, agreeing within the

standard deviations. EPG methods where nB1 was provided to the fitting algorithm

generally resulted in significant mis-estimation of T2. In terms of flip angles, the Bloch

method was generally most accurate, although in some cases low refocusing angles (<

180◦) were misinterpreted as being > 180◦.

Table 2.1: Comparing T2 fit values in Phantom dataa

Sample 1 2 3 4
[MnCl2] (mM) 67.9 124.6 270 401.5
T1 (ms) 1166 ± 22 793 ± 16 454 ± 7 324 ± 4

T2 Measurement (ms)
Spin Echo 99.4 ± 1.3 52.2 ± 0.7 24.9 ± 0.5 16.7 ± 0.4
Bloch-ISEC (2p)b 98.6 ± 0.9* 49.7 ± 0.5* 23.9 ± 0.6* 16.4 ± 0.3*
EPGFT-ISEC (2p) 106.0 ± 1.0* 62.1 ± 0.7* 29.7 ± 0.7* 21.2 ± 0.4*
EPGSLR-ISEC (2p) 93.6 ± 1.3* 57.0 ± 0.9* 25.6 ± 0.7* 17.8 ± 0.4*
Bloch-ISEC (3p) 97.2 ± 0.8* 50.3 ± 0.5* 23.8 ± 0.5* 16.5 ± 0.3*
EPGFT-ISEC (3p) 100.6 ± 1.2* 53.5 ± 0.6* 26.8 ± 0.6* 18.9 ± 0.4*
EPGSLR-ISEC (3p) 98.0 ± 1.2* 51.2 ± 0.6* 24.8 ± 0.6 17.1 ± 0.3*
Exponential fit 118.8 ± 2.4* 65.1 ± 0.8* 32.0 ± 0.7* 23.2 ± 0.4*

Refocusing Flip Angle Measurement (◦)
Double Angle 155.1 ± 7.8 210.2 ± 4.0 188.6 ± 4.3 190.1 ± 2.2
Bloch-ISEC 202.8 ± 8.5* 206.7 ± 2.9 192.7 ± 3.5* 189.5 ± 2.1
EPGFT 139.9 ± 6.0* 138.1 ± 2.6 152.8 ± 2.3* 154.9 ± 2.2*
EPGSLR 169.1 ± 8.1* 164.3 ± 3.6 179.6 ± 1.0* 179.8 ± 1.0*

a Data are reported as mean ± standard deviation within the ROI.
Asterisks indicate T2 or flip angle values that are significantly different
(P<0.01) from the spin echo or the double angle measurement.
b Two parameter and three parameter fits are indicated by 2p and 3p.
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and the calculated nB1s are shown in (f,g,h) below their corresponding T2 maps for three
parameter fits.

Table 2.2: T2 (ms) and Refocusing Flip Angles (◦) from nine volunteersa

Globus Pallidus Caudate Putamen Thalamus Posterior WM Frontal WM
T2 Measurement (ms)

Bloch-ISEC (2p) 34.9 1.9 58.2 ± 1.7 50.6 ± 3.1 52.5 ± 2.6 60.6 ± 4.8 52.3 ± 2.7
EPGFT-ISEC (2p) 43.1 ± 2.2 67.6 ± 2.0 59.1 ± 3.1 64.5 ± 3.3 68.3 ± 5.1 58.8 ± 3.0
EPGSLR-ISEC (2p) 37.8 ± 2.3 59.8 ± 2.1 51.8 ± 2.9 58.4 ± 3.7 59.3 ± 4.8 50.4 ± 2.9
Bloch-ISEC (3p) 35.1 ± 2.0 58.3 ± 1.6 50.7 ± 3.0 53.7 ± 2.5 61.2 ± 5.4 52.2 ± 2.5
EPGFT-ISEC (3p) 40.4 ± 2.1 63.8 ± 1.7 56.0 ± 3.0 58.9 ± 3.0 68.0 ± 5.9 56.9 ± 2.9
EPGSLR-ISEC (3p) 36.4 ± 1.9 59.3 ± 1.6 51.8 ± 2.9 54.9 ± 2.6 62.2 ± 5.4 53.3 ± 2.4
Exponential fit 46.4 ± 2.4 72.5 ± 1.9 63.9 ± 3.3 68.4 ± 3.5 75.9 ± 5.9 67.2 ± 2.7

Refocusing Flip Angle Measurement (◦)
Double Angle 192.1 ± 9.9 183.4 ± 8.1 181.2 ± 9.0 203.0 ± 11.2 166.4 ± 10.9 159.2 ± 10.0
Bloch 188.2 ± 5.9 186.4 ± 3.0 186.9 ± 3.2 192.7 ± 10.0 185.8 ± 5.6 196.6 ± 7.3
EPGFT 160.4 ± 6.7 157.0 ± 3.6 157.5 ± 3.8 153.4 ± 11.1 163.3 ± 8.7 149.1 ± 6.7
EPGSLR 178.1 ± 2.9 179.3 ± 1.0 179.1 ± 1.1 175.4 ± 7.9 178.8 ± 2.3 173.0 ± 4.9
a Values are reported as mean ± SD within the group averaged results.
b Two parameter and three parameter fits are indicated by 2p and 3p.

Computation time on a typical volunteer data set for EPGSLR was 49 minutes for

2 parameter fitting, and 92 minutes for 3 parameter fitting. EPGFT is 43 and 86 min-
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utes for 2 and 3 parameter fitting. Bloch is 22 and 39 minutes for 2 and 3 parameter

fitting. However, the Bloch approach also requires prior generation of a dictionary of

curves, which is very time consuming, taking approximately 50 hours using 8 processors

in parallel to generate the 510711 curves used in the volunteer study. Exponential fitting

required 8.4 minutes, although results were erroneous. These timings are when running

MATLAB 2014a on a 16 2.4 GHz core system with 48 GB of RAM, running 64 bit

Ubuntu 14.04. Computation time could be decreased with parallel processing for fitting,

and more optimized implementations.

2.4 Discussion

Bloch, EPGFT and EPGSLR simulations of slice selective MESE each produce different

decay curves due to different treatment of the RF pulse response. Nevertheless, three

parameter EPG and Bloch, and two parameter Bloch models can produce high quality

T2 fits, yielding systematically different, but similar, T2 values in most cases. T2 values

in specific brain structures were found to be in agreement with published results at the

same field strength [18, 28, 29], and differences in resulting parameter maps between

each model appear consistent with simulated differences. The three parameter EPG

methods overestimate T2 relative to the Bloch approaches, with EPGFT producing the

largest differences. The two parameter EPG methods, with provided flip angles, provide

erroneous T2 values.

Each method produces starkly different flip angle maps, which follows from the differ-

ent treatment of RF pulses. In general, the flip angle maps produced are not precise, and

exact knowledge of flip angle response requires a separate flip angle map measurement,

as was used in the two parameter Bloch approach. The consequences of these RF effects

are relatively minor on resulting T2 maps, except when a known flip angle map is applied

to EPG fits, which results in substantial T2 fit errors. Unlike the Bloch approach, where

RF pulses are properly treated, the EPG methods use an inaccurate slice profile model,

which results in systematic mis-estimation of flip angle maps. When the flip angle is

forced to be exact, slice selective EPG solutions result in large T2 errors. The slice pro-
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file approximation, used in EPGFT, overestimates the flip angle profile yielding a reduced

flip angle result which is improved with the use of EPGSLR. However, both EPG methods

use a pre-calculated flip angle distribution, which is identical for every refocusing pulse.

By moving to a full Bloch simulation, the RF pulse response is fully accounted for, which

enables provision of a flip angle map to minimize fitting parameters. If exact flip angles

are known for each voxel, this information is best applied with the full Bloch simulation,

and is not recommended with the EPG approach.

Differences between T2 fitting models are further exacerbated when only a few data

points have high SNR. When the T2 is short relative to the inter-echo spacing and

echo train duration, only a few points provide information about the decay, and the

remaining points are mostly noise. This may impact fit accuracy, and the algorithm

may benefit from weighting fits with signal amplitude, or truncating echo trains once

the signal magnitude drops to near noise levels. For example, when T2 is below 50 ms,

EPGFT results in overestimates which can exceed 10%. The different models yield more

similar results at longer decay times. In this case, the use of 10 ms inter-echo spacing

limits the number of high SNR data points for shorter T2 values. Decreasing the first

echo time, and reducing echo spacing should improve quantification of shorter T2. In all

cases, results in our study may be scaled for different inter-echo spacings by maintaining

the same inter-echo spacing to T2 ratio. Here, we do not examine T2 less than 20 ms (2

× the echo spacing).

EPG-ISEC limits the range of refocusing angles to≤180◦ to avoid redundant solutions,

assuming that symmetry around this refocusing angle occurs. However, symmetry was

not observed around refocusing angles of 180◦ in any of the models of slice-selective

MESE, and thus the Bloch-ISEC method does not assume such redundancy. In real

(noisy) data, the three parameter Bloch-ISEC method can have difficulty distinguishing

between local minima at high and low flip angles. To help prevent this, we applied a

pattern recognition fitting method, as described by [20, 22], to avoid convergence on

local minima, or difficulties in fitting to the lookup table when starting guesses were

poor. However, this does not entirely eliminate the alternative solution being chosen,

and results showed in some cases low (<180◦) refocusing angles were misinterpreted as
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high flip angles. Fitting may benefit from regularization, or constraints on flip angle

solutions. Alternatively, use of a lower refocusing angle that is always <180◦ would

remove the issue of multiple solutions where nB1 and T2 are simultaneously fit; however

this would increase T1 effects.

Limitations of this work include a lack of a true gold standard for T2 measurement.

The single echo spin echo T2 measurement was used for phantom T2 comparisons, but

suffers from a long acquisition time, which limits in vivo use. Although the single spin

echo produces no stimulated echoes, it uses variable inter-echo spacing, which increases

with longer TEs and exposes the sequence to diffusion effects that can lead to substantial

signal loss in regions of microscopic magnetic inhomogeneity [30]. A further limitation

is the consideration of only T2 values < 100 ms. In particular cerebrospinal fluid was

not considered due to the relatively short echo train duration. In addition only single

component solutions were examined, even though WM voxels and partial volume effects

would be expected to have multiple T2 components. Finally, Gaussian RF pulses were

used with refocusing widths of 1.75 times excitation. The pulse shape was chosen to

limit RF heating effects at high field, with the wider refocusing width compensating for

the poorer RF profile. Other profiles may give different results. Sharper profiles may

have less variation across the profile, but contiguous slices would require a significant

reduction in relative refocusing width. Effects of relative refocusing width have been

previously considered for EPG [18].

2.5 Conclusion

Slice selective decay curves differ substantially between methods and are not symmetric

about 180◦ refocusing angles. Differences in the simulated decay curves arise mainly from

the modelling of RF profile response. Highly inaccurate flip angles are obtained with the

EPGFT method with only marginal improvement using EPGSLR. Nevertheless, T2 values

are similar with all EPG and Bloch models in most cases, although the T2 values are

systematically slightly different. Providing measured flip angles to EPG methods yields

erroneous T2, thus EPG-based methods should not be implemented as a two-parameter
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fitting with input flip angles, rather EPG should include the flip angle in the fitting

process (three-parameter). In contrast, provision of accurate flip angles to the Bloch

approach yields accurate T2 and can remove effects of flip angle redundancy, which can

yield multiple solutions especially in cases of reduced SNR. When available, the more

complex Bloch fitting is preferred over EPG, but the much simpler EPG approach can

still provide excellent T2 results in most cases when SNR is adequate and sufficient data

points are available.
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Chapter 3

Limitations of Skipping Echoes for

Exponential T2 Fitting

BACKGROUND: Exponential fitting of multi-echo spin echo sequences with

skipped-echoes is still commonly used for quantification of transverse relax-

ation (T2).

PURPOSE: To examine the efficacy of skipped-echo methods for T2 quan-

tification against computational modelling of the exact signal decay.

STUDY TYPE: Prospective comparison of methods.

SUBJECTS/PHANTOM: Eight volunteers were imaged at 4.7T, six volun-

teers at 1.5T and T2 phantoms.

FIELD STRENGTH/SEQUENCE: 1.5T and 4.7T, T2 fitting of multiple-echo

spin echoes.

ASSESSMENT: Fitting of exponential T2 using all echoes, skipping the first

echo or skipping all odd echoes, compared with Bloch simulations. Error in

resulting T2 values is examined over a range of T2 (10-150ms), refocussing

flip angles (90-270◦) and echo train lengths (6-32).

STATISTICAL TEST: Shapiro-Wilk tests and Q-Q plots were used to check

for normality of data. Paired sample t-tests and Wilcoxon rank tests were
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used compare fitting models using α=0.05. Multiple comparisons were ac-

counted for with Bonferroni correction.

RESULTS: Skipping echoes was insufficient to avoid stimulated echo contam-

ination, and improvement over full exponential fitting was highly dependent

on the refocusing flip angle, actual T2 value, and the number of echoes avail-

able. Simulations showed skipping the first echo was the most effective form

of exponential fitting offering particular advantages for short T2 and short

echo trains. In vivo skipped echo T2 values were significantly different than

all echo exponential fitting (P<0.004), but also were significantly different

from reference values (P<0.002, except in frontal white matter). In general,

both skipped-echo approaches still produce large errors, particularly for de-

viations from 180◦ refocusing. Typical mis-estimation of T2 in vivo ranged

from 23-39% in examined ROIs for exponential fitting of all echoes, or 15-32%

for skipped-echo methods.

DATA CONCLUSION: Skipped-echo fitting methods are insufficient for avoid-

ing stimulated echo contamination with T2 errors depending on a complicated

interplay of T2, refocusing angle, and echo train length. Modelling of the

multi-echo sequence is recommended.

3.1 Introduction

Quantitative Transverse Relaxation (T2) is frequently used for characterization of tissue

in vivo, including examination of muscle [1], joints [2–4], liver [5, 6], heart [5, 7], and brain

[8–10]. The most common approach to T2 measurement is fitting of multi-echo spin echo

(MESE) data. Imperfect refocussing due to slice profile [11], radiofrequency interference

[12], or purposeful reduction of refocussing angles all result in indirect and stimulated

echoes, which contaminate the signal decay [13, 14]. An obvious indicator of substantial

contamination from stimulated echoes is an increased intensity of the second echo in

comparison to the first echo. Fitting such data with standard exponential fitting results

in T2 mis-estimation [15]. Methods now exist which yield accurate T2 despite imperfect
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refocusing by computationally modelling the signal response for all echo pathways [14, 16–

18]. However, even with availability of software for more advanced fitting, expert use

is still necessary for code implementation and requires knowledge of detailed sequence

parameters including exact flip angle trains and RF pulse shapes. Hence, exponential

fitting remains persistent [3, 4, 6, 7, 19–21] due to its extreme simplicity and ease of

implementation. Some researchers have acknowledged stimulated echoes as a limitation

in their study, when using exponential fitting [4, 6, 7, 19]. Other researchers have sought

simple remedies to limit the effects of stimulated echoes by removing echoes but still

using an exponential fit, either skipping the first echo in the train [1, 2, 22–30] or all odd

echoes [5, 31]. Both of these approaches are thought to improve exponential T2 fitting

by reducing errors caused by spurious echoes. However, the accuracy of skipped echo

methods has not been fully detailed across a range of T2, refocusing angles and echo train

lengths. Here, we examine the effectiveness of these simple remedies for T2 measurement

by comparing to a proven computational echo modelling approach.

3.2 Methods

Two-dimensional, slice selective, multi-echo spin echo (MESE) experiments were carried

out in simulations, phantom, and in vivo human brain at 1.5 and 4.7 T to examine

accuracy of exponential T2 fitting using all points, rejecting the first echo, or rejecting

all odd echoes. For comparison in vivo, a full computational model for T2 fitting was

used, employing a measured flip angle map and Bloch simulations for Indirect and Stim-

ulated Echo Compensation (ISEC) [17] (sometimes referred to as the Echo Modulation

Curve (EMC) algorithm [16]). In phantom, single spin echo experiments were used for

comparison.

3.2.1 Simulations

Simulations were used to examine efficacy of the exponential fitting schemes for sequences

with a range of refocusing widths (non-selective, 1.75 × and 3 × excitation width),

refocusing angles (90◦-270◦) and T2 values (10-150 ms), and longitudinal relaxation time
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(T1, 1 s). Simulations of MESE signal amplitudes employed Shinnar-Le Roux (SLR)

[32] simulations for RF pulses, and Bloch solutions for relaxation decay between pulses

similar to previously described methods [17]. Simulations were also performed using

RF pulse shapes and timings matching all in vivo experiments at both field strengths.

Simulated data were fit with exponential curves using either all echoes, only even echoes,

or discarding only the first echo. Fitting of retrospectively truncated echo trains was also

performed to examine the impact of the number of echoes. All simulations and image

processing were performed using custom in-house MATLAB (R2014a, 64 bit) programs.

3.2.2 In Vivo Experiments

Human brain experiments were performed on a 4.7T (Varian Inova), or a 1.5T (Siemens

Sonata) MRI system. All subjects provided written, informed consent, and this investi-

gation was approved by the local institutional ethics board.

Multi-echo spin echo (CPMG) images were acquired with oblique transverse orienta-

tion through iron-rich deep grey matter. Eight volunteers (5 male, mean age 30, range 25

- 38 yrs) were studied at 4.7T and six volunteers were studied at 1.5T (4 male, mean age

28, range 25-38 yrs). 4.7T parameters were repetition time (TR) 3 s or 4 s, echo train

length (ETL) 32, echo time (TE) 10 to 320 ms, echo spacing 10 ms, prescribed excitation

90◦, prescribed refocusing 180◦, relative refocusing width 1.75, matrix 256 × 145, voxel

size 1 × 1.25 × 4 mm3. Acquisition parameters for the 1.5T experiments were TR 4000

ms, ETL 12 (some subjects had longer trains which were retrospectively reduced to 12 for

fitting), TE 12.4 ms to 148.9, echo spacing 12.4 ms, prescribed excitation 90◦, prescribed

refocusing 180◦, relative refocusing width 1.0, matrix 256 ×192, voxel size 0.94 × 0.94 ×
5 mm3. The RF pulse shapes at 4.7T were Gaussian with time-bandwidth product 2.69,

5 sigma width, and the 1.5T used proprietary customized single lobe RF pulse shapes

similar to sinc-Gauss with the RF pulse shape waveform.
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3.2.3 Phantom Experiments

MESE experiments were repeated in phantoms at 4.7T, with comparison to a single

spin echo, which uses only a single refocusing pulse, and thus exhibits only direct spin

echoes. MnCl2 solutions (68 - 270 mM) were placed in 28 mm diameter cylindrical plastic

laboratory tubes. A series of single spin echo experiments were performed (TE 14, 20,

30, 50, 70 ms, TR 14 s, nominal excitation angle 90◦, nominal refocusing angle 180◦, sinc

pulse shapes). MESE data and a flip angle map were acquired during the same imaging

session, with parameters matched to in vivo experiments, with the exception of 10 mm

slice thickness for all experiments, and TR 14 s for flip angle mapping.

3.2.4 Flip Angle Mapping

Exact flip angles were determined using a double angle method [33] with a correction

for slice profile [34]. For 4.7T acquisitions, a pair of fast spin echo images were acquired

(TR 7000 ms; excitation angle 60◦, 120◦; effective TE 43 ms; pulse shapes and resolution

were matched to MESE data). For 1.5T acquisitions, a pair of echo planar images were

acquired (excitation angle = 60◦, 120◦, TR 7050 ms, TE 40 ms, imaging matrix 128

× 128; FOV 240× 240 mm2, slice thickness 2 mm, and acquisition time 7 sec each).

In order to avoid errors due to slice profile, the pair of sequences were simulated, as

described above, to determine the relative signal intensities for each possible flip angle.

A 5×5 median filter was applied to B1 maps prior to use for T2 fitting. Flip angle maps

were expressed as a normalized factor (B1) relating the refocussing angle achieved to the

prescribed refocussing angle.

3.2.5 T2 Measurement

The phantom and in vivo MESE signal magnitudes were fit to an exponential function

S = A0 exp(−TE/T2), using a non-linear least squares algorithm. Fitting was applied

to all echoes, with and without the first echo, and to even echoes only. For comparison

in vivo, MESE data sets were also fit using the ISEC T2 fitting model, which used

the experimentally measured flip angle map and fits for decay simulations as previously
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described [17]. A constant T1 of 2 s was used for all Bloch simulations for fitting. T2

averages in vivo were calculated in regions of interest (ROI), drawn manually, selecting

grey matter (caudate, putamen, globus pallidus, thalamus) and white matter territories

(frontal white matter and posterior white matter).

For phantom experiments, the single spin echo data was used for reference values,

and was fit with a pure exponential function as described above for in vivo MESE data.

Average T2 within circular ROIs (∼ 21 mm diameter) at the centre of each tube were

used.

Truncated echo trains for skipped echo fitting was also examined. In vivo results from

one subject in three ROIs were examined. Phantom results from fitting truncated echo

trains were compared to fitting simulated curves created using the average measured B1

within a small ROI (∼4 × 4 mm2), T2 values from single spin echo experiments, and T1

of 1 s. Small ROIs were used to avoid averaging various amounts of stimulated echoes

due to substantial variation in B1 across the field of view.

3.2.6 Statistics

Shapiro-Wilk tests and Q-Q plots were used to check for normality of data. Paired

sample t-tests and Wilcoxon tests were performed to test if each T2 fitting method

was significantly different from the gold standard. T2 values from each skipped echo

method were compared to exponential fitting of all echoes, and skipping the first echo

was compared to skipping all odd echoes. Multiple comparisons of T2 fitting methods

were accounted for with Bonferroni correction, and analysis was carried out using α =

0.05.

3.3 Results

Simulated decay curves (Figure 3.1) illustrate that in slice selective experiments, all

echoes after the first are contaminated with stimulated and/or indirect echo components,

with the largest increase in stimulated echo component between the first and second echo,

and spurious echo fraction continues to increase with each subsequent echo, even though
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the net signal is decreasing. Exponential fitting of simulated slice selective 32 echo T2

decay curves (Figures 3.1 and 3.2) show that T2 is mis-estimated by various degrees

depending on the exponential fitting scheme, as well as the refocusing angle, relative

width, and actual T2 value. Slice selective experiments (Figure 3.2 top and middle

row) perform poorest, though non-selective experiments also mis-estimate T2, unless the

refocusing angle is exactly 180◦ (simulations using parameters based on the 12 echo 1.5T

experiments are shown in Supplementary Figure A.5). At 32 echoes, skipping echoes has

greatest benefit for short T2 times with skipping only the first echo being most effective,

though T2 is still overestimated by at least 13% in the brain. Decreasing from 32 to

12, 8 or 6 echoes, increases the value of skipping echoes over all echo exponential fitting

(Figure 3.3). In these cases, substantial benefit is achieved by skipping echoes to avoid

the extreme errors of full exponential fitting. In general, skipping the first echo is more

effective than skipping all odd echoes for these shorter echo trains (Figure 3.4), though

overall, the skipped echo methods were not found to be significantly different in most

of the examined ROIs. In all cases, as refocusing angles deviate from 180◦, errors in T2

increase. The echo number dependence on T2 fitting is further examined in Figure 3.4,

where phantom and in vivo data are compared to simulation. Decreasing the echo train

length tends to lead to more accuracy in skipped echo methods, but less accuracy in

full exponential fitting. Effects of echo train length on full exponential fitting agree with

previously reported findings [35].

In vivo T2 values (mean ± standard deviation across the group) using all 32 echoes,

and for 8 echoes for each of the T2 fitting schemes are shown in Table 3.1 for 4.7T

and in Table 3.2 for 12 echo 1.5T experiments. All exponential fitting schemes over-

estimate T2, relative to the ISEC method. T2 maps from one subject from 4.7T are

shown in Figure 3.5. Each method provides different results, with the exponential fit of

all echoes showing the longest T2 values (Fig 3.5b), and ISEC showing the shortest T2

values (Fig 3.5a). T2 values were typically overestimated by 23-39% in examined ROIs

for exponential fitting of all echoes, and 15-32% for skipped echo methods. SNR in vivo

typically exceeded 80 within the examined ROIs. Use of a truncated 8 echo train (Fig

3.5 f-h) shows improvement in skipped echo exponential fitting. However, overestimation
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Figure 3.1: (a) A simulated slice selective MESE decay curve for 180◦ and T2 = 60 ms
(black line with circles) is shown with three exponential fit curves (all echoes, blue line;
even echoes only, green; all echoes except the first, red). T2 fit values varied depending
on echoes used for fitting. (b) The fraction of the total signal and signal intensity due
to the direct Spin Echo (SE) pathway (solid line), is compared to signal arising from all
other pathways (dashed line). Simulations were based on sequence parameters from 4.7T
experiments.

relative to the ISEC model is still evident.

When examining 4.7T data, exponential methods (with all echoes, or skipping echoes)

were found to be significantly different from gold standard values (P ≤ 0.0006 for all

values except skipped echo methods in frontal white matter in 8 echo data sets, P =

0.01). Skipped echo methods were found to be significantly different from exponential

fitting of all echoes (P ≤ 0.003, except for 32 echo skipped echo methods in frontal white

matter (P = 0.03 for skipping the first echo, and P= 0.007 for skipping odd echoes)).

Skipping the first echo and skipping even echoes was found to be significantly different in

only about half of ROIs. Data from volunteers imaged at 1.5 T also indicated that that
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Figure 3.2: The effect of relative refocussing width on absolute percent error in expo-
nential T2 fit of simulated data (based on 4.7T pulse sequence and imaging parameters)
is examined. Error maps of exponential T2 fit using 32 echoes with 10 ms spacing for a
range of T2 (10-150 ms) and refocusing angles (90◦-270◦): left column all echoes fit, 2nd
column even echoes fit, 3rd column skipping first echo only. Refocusing width is altered
vertically, with top row 1.75 × excitation, centre row 3×, and non-selective refocusing at
bottom. Line plots showing error in T2 fit as a function of refocusing angle, at a T2 of
60 ms (4th column), and as a function of T2 with 180◦ refocusing (far right) are shown
on the right

all exponential methods were significantly different from ISEC fitting (P ≤ 0.002), and

skipped echo methods were found to be significantly different from exponential fitting

of all echoes (P ≤ 0.004). Skipping the first echo was not found to provide significantly

different results than skipping all odd echoes (P ranged from 0.6 - 1.0).

3.4 Discussion

Two common T2 correction schemes were considered: skipping the first echo or skipping

all odd echoes. These skipped methods were generally preferable to full exponential
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Figure 3.3: Effect of reduced echo train length (ETL = 6, 8, 12) on absolute percent
error in exponential T2 fit of simulated data (based on 4.7T pulse sequence and imaging
parameters) is examined for a range of T2 (10-150 ms) and refocusing angles (90◦-270◦):
left column all echoes, 2nd column even echoes, 3rd column skipping first echo only.
ETL is altered between rows: 6 top, 8 middle, and 12 bottom. Echo spacing is 10 ms
throughout with 1.75 relative refocusing width. At right, line plots showing error in T2
fit as a function of refocusing angle, at a T2 of 60 ms, and as a function of T2 with 180◦

refocusing are also shown.

fitting, though neither was capable of eliminating all errors due to stimulated echoes.

The starkest improvements over full exponential fitting were found when using reduced

echo train numbers in slice selective experiments. Simulations showed the two skipped

echo methods diverged in performance for short T2 (< 50 ms), where skipping only the

first echo was preferred since this enabled sufficient echoes to be available rather than

skipping all odd echoes. Thus as a general rule, if exponential fitting must be applied, we

recommend skipping the first echo, rather than using full exponential or even echo only

fits based improved results at short T2 values. However, using an exponential fit with a

skipped first echo still comes with substantial errors that have an intricate dependence

on T2, flip angle and echo train length, and the two methods showed similar results in
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Figure 3.4: Effect of number of echoes on T2 values from experimental phantom (top
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experiment (circles and solid lines) and simulated data (dashed lines). The reference
value is shown in black (computed using ISEC fitting of all echoes for in vivo, and from
spin echo in phantom).

vivo, in the ROIs examined for this study.

The main difficulty with skipped echo methods is that discarding the first echo, or

all odd echoes, does not eliminate contamination from indirect and stimulated echoes

in slice selective 2D experiments. Simulations show that the signal fraction originating

from pure spin echo pathways typically diminishes with each echo, and is overtaken by

the fraction of signal from alternative echo pathways after only a few echoes. Thus

later echoes often carry a greater unwanted echo component. Skipping the first echo

eliminates the only point without stimulated echo content, but changes to the unwanted

echo content across the echo train still limit exponential fitting. Similarly, even echoes

only retains high stimulated echo content. Even though non-selective Carr-Purcell and

Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill spin echo sequences refocus effects of imperfect refocusing

pulses on alternate (even) echoes [5, 36], with slice selection this is no longer the case.
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Figure 3.5: T2 maps from 4.7T 32 echo data calculated using (a) ISEC, (b-d) exponential
fitting with all echoes (b), even echoes only (c) and skipping first echo only (d). The
corresponding B1 map is shown in (e). T2 maps are elongated relative to ISEC results,
with all exponential fitting schemes. Exponential fitting is repeated for retrospectively
truncated echo trains (ETL 8) in the second row (f) all 8 echoes, (g) skip odd, and (h)
skip first only. Results with the reduced ETL are improved for echo skipping methods,
but still overestimate T2 relative to ISEC fitting (a).

Our results show that both skipped echo methods result in substantial error in T2. In

comparison, it has been previously shown that ISEC fitting methods result in T2 fitting

errors of only a few percent over a wide range of T2 and refocussing flip angle values [17].

In terms of T2 studies that compare groups of subjects, if the errors in exponential

fitting remain constant, then differences between groups may not be affected. However,

our work indicates that the error in skipped echo methods is highly dependent on actual

refocussing angle, relative pulse width, as well as T2 and echo train. First, in regard to

refocusing flip angle, we recommend use of a rapid flip angle map, to enable an awareness

of the flip angles being applied which often vary across and within slices as well as between

subjects. Knowledge of the refocusing flip angles enables interpretation of errors from
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Table 3.1: Mean T2 (ms) from 32 echo and 8 echo 4.7T experiments for 8 volunteers

Measurement ETL Globus Pallidus Caudate Putamen Thalamus Posterior WM Frontal WM
Refocusing angle (◦) 192.8 ± 10.3 183.6 ± 8.6 181.2 ± 9.6 203.4 ± 11.8 168.4 ± 9.9 160.5 ± 10.0
ISEC 32 34.5 ± 1.7 57.7 ± 1.1 50.0 ± 2.8 51.9 ± 1.9 59.7 ± 4.2 52.3 ± 2.9

Exponential all 32 46.1 ± 2.3* 72.0 ± 1.3* 63.3 ± 3.0* 67.7 ± 3.1* 74.4 ± 4.6*† 67.2 ± 2.9*

Exponential skip 1st 32 43.4 ± 2.4*† 68.5 ± 1.4*† 59.8 ± 2.9*†‡ 63.8 ± 2.8*†‡ 72.2 ± 5.3*†‡ 62.8 ± 2.9*

Exponential even 32 43.1 ± 2.1*† 67.7 ± 1.3*† 59.2 ± 3.0*†‡ 63 ± 2.6*†‡ 70.6 ± 5.3*†‡ 61.9 ± 2.7*

Exponential all 8 44.4 ± 2.4*† 72.4 ± 1.3*† 63.5 ± 3.5*† 68.4 ± 4.2*† 72.0 ± 4.1*† 67.9 ± 3.3*†

Exponential skip 1st 8 39.1 ± 1.9*†‡ 62.6 ± 1.4*† 55.3 ± 3.1*† 58.4 ± 1.8*† 64.1 ± 4.4*†‡ 57.3 ± 2.7d
Exponential even 8 39.7 ± 1.8*†‡ 62.6 ± 1.3*† 55.3 ± 3.0*† 58.4 ± 1.7*† 63.4 ± 4.2*†‡ 57.1 ± 2.8†

* indicates significantly different from ISEC
† indicates significantly different from exponential fit of all echoes
‡ indicates skipped echo methods are different from each other

Table 3.2: Mean T2 (ms) from 12 echo 1.5T experiments for six volunteers

Measurement Globus Pallidus Caudate Putamen Thalamus Posterior WM Frontal WM
Refocussing angle 195.4 ± 6.1 186.9 ± 2.9 194.2 ± 4.5 193.4 ± 4.6 184 ± 4.6 183.8 ± 5.3
ISEC 59.4 ± 2.0 81.9 ± 2.1 71.9 ± 2.3 74.6 ± 1.9 81.3 ± 2.0 69.7± 1.4

Exponential all 75.5 ± 1.7* 101.3 ± 2.5* 90.2 ± 2.4* 93.4 ± 1.9* 100.3 ± 2.5* 86.5± 1.8*

Exponential skip first 7.00 ± 1.6*† 92.9 ± 2.3*† 83.1 ± 2.2*† 86.5 ± 1.8*† 93.8 ± 2.2*† 80.2± 1.6*†

Exponential even 70.1 ± 2.0*† 92.8 ± 2.4*† 83.0 ± 2.4*† 86.4 ± 1.9*† 93.4 ± 2.1*† 80.2 ± 1.5*†

* indicates significantly different from ISEC
† indicates significantly different from exponential fit of all echoes

our results provided. Further, as exponential fitting errors are also dependent on the

pulse sequence parameters, we recommend against comparison or combination of data

from multiple scanners, or where sequence parameters are inconsistent.

Second in regard to the relative pulse width, if the refocusing pulses can be made

wide, or, in the extreme, non-selective, excellent results can be obtained with skipped

echo exponential methods when flip angles are near 180◦. Past work has demonstrated

the value of refocusing width greater than three times the excitation width in reducing

T2 errors in exponential fitting [37]. However, these errors will also depend on pulse

shape, for example the relatively poor Gaussian pulse shape used here at 4.7T to limit

RF heating, still produced substantial T2 errors at 3 × width. Of course, wide refocusing

width would also pose limitations in cases of contiguous multi-slice 2D acquisition. Third,

our results indicate a moderate dependence of the T2 error on the actual T2 value,

although this dependence is not as strong as the flip angle and pulse width dependence

in the case of the skipped first echo method. Finally, our results also indicate a moderate

dependence on echo train number, with reduced echo trains being preferable in some
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cases when skipping the first echo, depending on refocussing flip angle. In contrast,

we found that full exponential fitting performs increasingly poorly with reduced echoes,

which agrees with previous findings [35].

In short, we find that the skipped echo T2 errors have a complicated interplay on all

of the parameters considered. Awareness of all of these effects and assignment of optimal

parameters is best obtained by examining the graphical results herein. While skipped

methods represent a step forward over standard exponential fitting, we recommend fitting

for the actual decay curve using modelling that accounts for all echo pathways. Here

we used ISEC fitting with full Bloch equation modelling and measured flip angle maps

[16, 17, 38], but a more simplified extended phase graph approach is also quite effective

[14, 17]. However, not all vendors openly provide detailed pulse sequence information

required for modelling of slice selective MESE sequences, such as RF and gradient pulse

shapes, amplitudes and timing. In the future, clinical MRI manufacturers could design

T2 fitting based on the exact RF pulses used, enabling precise fitting of the actual

decay curves using modelling approaches, or could make RF pulse shapes and gradient

information for MESE sequences available to the user, so that available algorithms may

be implemented [39, 40].

Limitations of this work include the use of only one inter-echo spacing at each field

strength. However, the results may be scaled for any inter-echo spacing by considering

the ratio of inter-echo spacing to T2. Also we did not consider variable inter-echo spacing

within the echo train since this is less commonly used. Errors in exponential T2 fitting

depend on the amount of spurious echoes, and therefore on the specific RF pulse shapes

and flip angles, making results specific to the pulse sequence under study. We assumed a

uniform T1 for both ISEC fitting, and for simulated experiments. In cases with a large

T1/T2 value (>10), this assumption will result in only very small errors in ISEC fitting

[14, 17]. Due to a range of T1 values in tissues, differences in T2 values between models

may not be exactly as simulation results presented, particularly in echo amplitudes with

large contributions from stimulated echoes, though these differences are expected to be

small in comparison to differences in T2 values due to fitting model. Lastly this work

used mono-exponential fitting which is not ideal for multi-component territories, such as
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white matter, which also contains a rapidly decaying short T2 component of myelin water

[18]. However, multiple component fitting requires much more rigorous experimental

conditions than single component fitting, particularly in regard to number of echoes and

SNR.

3.5 Conclusions

Skipped echo exponential fitting schemes can make substantial improvements in T2 ac-

curacy over all echoes exponential fitting, particularly when a short echo train number

is used. However, skipped echo exponential fitting is insufficient for avoiding stimulated

echo contamination in multi-echo spin echo T2 fitting. Both skipped echo approaches

yielded a highly variable error that is flip angle, T2 and echo train length dependent.

Errors are highest when refocusing angle deviates from 180◦.
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Chapter 4

T2 Quantification from Only Proton

Density and T2-Weighted MRI by

Modelling Actual Refocusing Angles
1

Proton density and transverse relaxation (T2)-weighted fast spin echo im-

ages are frequently acquired. T2 quantification is commonly performed by

applying an exponential fit to these two images, despite recent evidence that

an exponential fit is insufficient to correctly quantify T2 in the presence of

imperfect RF refocusing due to standard 2D slice selection or use of reduced

refocusing angles. Here we examine the feasibility of accurate two echo fit-

ting using standard proton density and T2-weighted images by utilizing Bloch

equation simulations and prior knowledge of refocusing angles. This method

is demonstrated in simulation, phantom, and human brain experiments, in

comparison to the exponential approach, and to a 32 echo multiple-echo spin

echo approach. Comparison to single spin echo is also performed in phan-

tom experiments. The two echo method, which compensates for indirect and

stimulated echoes, enables accurate quantitative T2 over a wide range of flip

1A version of this chapter is published: Kelly C. McPhee and Alan H. Wilman. T2 quantification
from only proton density and T2-weighted MRI by modelling actual refocusing angles. NeuroImage,
118:642-650, September 2015.
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angle and T2 values using standard MRI methods, provided there is adequate

SNR and flip angle knowledge.

4.1 Introduction

Quantification of transverse relaxation time (T2) has been used to probe tissues in the

brain [1–6] and body [7–12] yielding information related to tissue properties such as water,

macromolecular, or iron content. The quantitative nature of T2 improves comparisons

between subjects or within subjects over time by removing signal variations found in

T2-weighted images, such as those dependent on receiver gain or flip angle variation.

Multiple-echo spin echo (MESE) techniques are the standard method of measuring T2,

however, acquisition of full MESE data sets is not always feasible due to time constraints.

Proton density (PD) and T2-weighted Fast Spin Echo (FSE) (often referred to as

TURBO spin echo, or RARE) [13] are frequently performed in clinical research studies,

and T2-weighted FSE is typically included in most clinical brain exams. The result-

ing weighted images provide useful image contrast, however additional value could be

obtained by quantifying T2. Many studies have used PD and T2-weighted images to

estimate T2 using a simple exponential fit [14–21]. However, imperfect refocusing due

to slice profiles, RF interference or purposeful reduction in refocusing angles all result in

stimulated or indirect echoes, which contaminate the exponential T2 decay [22–25], and

compromise exponential T2 fitting.

Using exponential fitting, differences between T2 values obtained from MESE ex-

periments and pairs (or sets) of FSE images have been previously noted [26, 27]. In

addition, inter-site studies have noted systematic differences between sites and vendors

in T2 maps calculated from exponential fitting of pairs of PD and T2-weighted images

[16]. Exponential fitting does not take into account key differences in RF pulse sequence

parameters (pulse shape, relative refocusing width, refocusing angle, spoiling) between

various scanners/vendors, which affect the degree of stimulated and indirect echo contam-

ination. Further, a two point fitting approach is expected to be more sensitive to pulse

sequence specific errors than a multi-echo approach, since less data is being used which
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precludes averaging of errors across multiple time points. These errors include varying

stimulated and indirect echo contributions, as well as signal-to-noise (SNR) effects, which

all complicate the accurate fitting of T2 using only two echoes.

The goal of this work is to demonstrate that a PD and a T2-weighted image may

be used to accurately determine the T2 through advanced fitting of the typically non-

exponential decay. Direct fitting of the spin response for T2 quantification is an area

of active research using methods such as stimulated echo compensation with echo phase

graph [25, 28–32], or full Bloch modelling [33]. These methods rely on multiple echoes to

obtain satisfactory fitting conditions for three fitting parameters (T2, flip angle, initial

signal amplitude), which requires multiple echoes (in practice, at least four [32], but typ-

ically many more). Here, we examine the case of only two echoes (PD and T2-weighted)

using simulation, phantom and human brain experiments. Unlike the original implemen-

tation of stimulated echo compensation (Lebel and Wilman, 2010) which used Fourier

transform approximation of slice profile and multiple echoes, the two point method in-

troduced here requires precise modelling of RF pulse response and prior knowledge of

the refocusing flip angles.

4.2 Methods

A Bloch equation model was used to determine T2 from only a PD-weighted and a T2-

weighted FSE image and prior flip angle knowledge, which was achieved with a flip angle

map. Modelling of the spin response accounts for all echo pathways, providing Indirect

and Stimulated Echo Compensation (ISEC). Using both simulations and human brain

experiments, this two echo ISEC method was tested using a range of echo times against

exponential fitting, and compared to a standard MESE approach using 32 echoes with

ISEC T2 fitting. Additionally, two point fitting was investigated using the second echo,

instead of the first PD-weighted echo, and a later echo.
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4.2.1 T2 Fitting Model

Simulations of slice-selective T2 signal amplitudes (both MESE and FSE) were performed

using the Shinnar-Le Roux (SLR) algorithm [34] to simulate RF pulses, and solutions

to the Bloch equations to simulate relaxation, similar to [33]. All simulations and image

processing were performed using custom in-house MATLAB (R2014a, 64 bit) programs.

In order to model slice selection, magnetization vectors were calculated at 1001 points

equally spaced over twice the excitation width in the slice-select direction. RF pulses

were modelled using 1024 points equally spaced over the duration of the pulse. RF pulse

profiles, flip angles, gradients and timing were simulated according to their respective

pulse sequence parameters.

Slice selective MESE and FSE data were fitted for T2 and amplitude via minimization

of the sum squared difference between experimental and simulated data. Flip angle maps

were separately measured and provided to the fitting algorithm. A dictionary of decay

curves with many T2 and flip angle values was created prior to fitting (similar to [35]

and [33]). Voxel-wise fitting was performed using a subset of curves from the dictionary

with excitation and refocusing flip angles which correspond to the measured value at that

voxel. The dictionary of curves was specific to the parameters used to acquire the data

(RF pulse shapes and timing, gradient amplitudes, crusher gradients, and echo spacing).

To create a dictionary of curves for T2 fitting, simulations were repeated for a range

of T2 (10 - 1000 ms at 0.1 ms resolution up to 150 ms, 1 ms resolution from 150 - 200

ms, 2 ms resolution from 200 - 300 ms, 5 ms resolution from 300 - 500 ms, and 10 ms

resolution from 500 - 1000 ms), and normalized flip angle values (0.20 - 1.80 at 0.005

resolution, resulting in refocusing angles from 36 - 324◦), and an assumed T1 of 2 s. The

dictionary contained a total of over 510 000 curves, allowing for precise fitting. The range

of T1 values at 4.7 T is expected to typically be 1.0 - 2.0 s [36–38] in most brain tissue.

The impact of T1 choice is examined.
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4.2.2 Flip Angle Mapping With Slice Profile Correction

Flip angle maps were computed using a double angle method [39], accounting for slice

profile effects. Correction for slice profile is necessary to avoid errors in the flip angle

map [40]. Two FSE images were acquired with nominal excitation angles of 60◦ and 120◦,

both with the same refocusing train, effective TE 43 ms, TR 7 s, echo train length 24,

and echo spacing 10.75 ms. RF pulse shapes, slice thickness, field of view, and matrix

size were matched to the corresponding T2 mapping sequence. SLR simulations of the

FSE imaging sequence for nominal excitation angles of 60◦ and 120◦, and for many RF

amplitude values, were performed. The relationship between RF amplitude, and the ratio

of signal magnitudes from the two images, S(120◦)/S(60◦) was fitted with a ninth degree

polynomial, which was used to rapidly generate a corrected flip angle map from acquired

data. Resulting flip angle maps are median filtered with a 5×5 pixel filter before input

into the T2 fitting algorithm.

Flip angle map values are expressed as a normalized parameter. We define the nor-

malized flip angle map values, nB1, according to: α = nB1·αnom, where α is the flip angle

achieved at the centre of the selected slice, αnom is the prescribed nominal flip angle, and

nB1 is the scaling factor relating the two angles.

4.2.3 In Vivo Experiments

Axial single-slice two dimensional MESE and FSE images of the human brain were ac-

quired in six healthy volunteers (aged 29±6 years) through iron-rich deep grey matter

on a 4.7 T (Varian Inova) MRI system. All subjects provided written, informed consent

and this investigation was approved by the local institutional ethics board. MESE se-

quences were acquired with TR 4 s, TE 10 - 320 ms, constant echo spacing 10 ms, echo

train length 32, excitation and refocusing pulse durations 4 ms and 1.6 ms, excitation

width 4 or 5 mm, refocusing width 1.75 × excitation width, Gaussian pulse shapes (time-

bandwidth product 2.69; 5 sigma width), matrix 256 x 145 x 1; voxel size = 1 x 1.25 x

4 mm3. Eight FSE images were acquired with effective TE (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, or

80 ms), prescribed excitation 90◦, refocusing 180◦, with RF pulses and timing, TR, and
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resolution matched to the multi-echo experiment. FSE images for flip angle mapping

were acquired with resolution, and pulse shapes matched to MESE data.

T2 maps were computed using the ISEC model described in section 4.2.1, using the

independently measured flip angle map, and various sequence and echo combinations to

determine optimal parameters. Fitting was performed with the full 32 echo MESE data

set, all eight FSE images, and various pairs of FSE images. FSE pairs made use of the

first or second echo (effective TE = 10 or 20 ms), paired with later T2-weighted echoes

(effective TE = 40 ms to 80 ms, with constant 10 ms echo spacing). For comparison,

data were also fitted with an exponential model.

Regions-of-interest (ROIs) were drawn selecting six bilateral grey matter regions

(putamen, globus pallidus, head of the caudate nucleus, thalamus, cortical grey mat-

ter, and insular cortex) and two bilateral white matter regions (frontal and posterior

white matter). Mean ROI T2 values were reported, with bilateral ROIs combined.

4.2.4 Phantom Validation

In order to validate the ISEC method, phantom measurements were performed with

comparison to a single spin echo, which exhibits no stimulated echoes due to its use of

only 1 refocusing pulse. Six solutions with MnCl2 concentrations ranging from 28-512

mM were placed in 28 mm diameter (55 mL) cylindrical plastic laboratory tubes. T1 and

T2 were measured with inversion recovery, and single spin echo experiments. Ten single

spin echo experiments were performed (TE = 13.1, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 130, 200

ms, TR 14 s, nominal excitation 90◦; nominal refocusing 180◦; sinc pulse shapes). T2

maps were computed from this single spin echo data using an exponential fit. T1 values

were estimated with an inversion recovery experiment (Inversion times = 14, 20, 50, 100,

200, 300, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 ms; FSE readout; 8 mm slice thickness; TR 12 s;

TE 8.5 ms; matrix 192 x 256; FOV 26 x 20 cm).

MESE, eight FSE images, and a nB1 map were also acquired in the same scanning

session, with parameters matched to in vivo experiments, with the following exceptions:

8 mm slice thickness for all experiments, and TR = 14 s for nB1 mapping. T2 maps

using both exponential and ISEC fits were computed from MESE data, and from different
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combinations of pairs of FSE images. Results were compared to single spin echo T2 fits.

4.2.5 Numerical Validation: Uncertainty Due to Noise

In order to determine the optimal pair of effective echoes in simulation, SNR analysis

was performed. The coefficient of variation in resulting T2 fit values for 500 samples

with simulated SNR of 50 for a range of T2 values (20 - 100 ms), nB1 values (0.5 -

1.5, i.e. refocusing angles from 90◦ - 270◦), and various choices of echo combinations was

computed. Analysis was repeated for a range of SNR values (3 - 300), for T2 = 50 ms and

nB1 = 1.0 (corresponding to a refocusing angle of 180◦), with 1000 samples at each SNR.

Here, SNR is defined as simulated signal magnitude in the first echo relative to standard

deviation of the noise. Random Gaussian complex noise was added to complex simulated

decay curves, with fitting performed on the resulting simulated noisy magnitude data.

Maps of the uncertainty in resulting T2 fits (coefficient of variation, in percent) were

computed for various combinations of echoes. For all simulations, pulse shapes, gradients,

and timing were matched to human experimental parameters.

4.2.6 Numerical Validation: Assumption of Uniform T1

To validate, and to assess error in the two point ISEC fitting with respect to the constant

T1 assumption, simulated T2 decay curves with T1 = 1.0 s were fitted with a dictionary

which used a T1 of 2 or 3 s. A range of simulated data was used with various combinations

of echo times (constant echo spacing of 10 ms), T2 values (10 - 150 ms) and nB1 (0.5 -

1.5, corresponding to refocusing angles of 90 - 270◦). Errors from exponential fit results

were also examined.

To further explore the repercussions of an assumption of a uniform T1 value, decay

curves were simulated with a range of T1 values (300 - 3000 ms) and were fitted using

the two point ISEC method, assuming T1 = 2 s, as was assumed for in vivo experiments.

Errors were examined for a range of T2 (25 - 300 ms) and nB1 (0.33 - 1.5, corresponding

to 60 - 270◦ refocusing angles) values. Fitting was performed using the two point ISEC

method with echoes 1 and 7 (effective TE 10, 70 ms), echoes 2 and 6 (effective TE 20,
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60 ms), and again for the 32 echo MESE method (TE = 10, 20,... 320 ms).

4.3 Results

The goal of this work is clarified in Figure 4.1, whereby a PD and a T2-weighted image are

used to determine T2 through advanced fitting of the typically non-exponential decay.

The echo contamination is clearly evident in the non-exponential multiple-echo decay,

beginning with an enhanced second echo. However, the acquisition of only a PD and a

T2-weighted image, do not provide visible evidence of the contaminating echo signals.

Thus two echoes may be fit with an exponential with minimal fitting errors, but producing

an incorrect result.
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Figure 4.1: T2 decay is non-exponential. An example decay curve (data point chosen
from the caudate head; T2 = 60.5 ms, measured refocusing angle = 168◦), is shown with
the corresponding PD and T2-weighted images.

4.3.1 In Vivo T2 Mapping

T2 values computed using the two point ISEC averaged over six healthy volunteers are

reported in Table 4.1 for various possible echo combinations. T2 values derived from

FSE values are reported as relative percent to ISEC fit of MESE data. The refocusing
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angle, αR, within each region is also reported, as derived from the flip angle maps. The

use of first and seventh echo (TE = 10 and 70 ms) produce the best two-echo results

with ISEC fitting. Corresponding T2 values from the same regions, but derived from

exponential fitting are reported in Table 4.2. In exponential fitting, use of the first echo

(PD-weighted) image gives very poor results, but better results are achieved using the

second echo combined with a later echo.

Example T2 maps from sequences using nominal 180◦ refocusing pulses and the cor-

responding normalized B1 map are shown in Figure 4.2. The T2 map computed using

ISEC and the 32 echo MESE data set (a) or FSE images (b, c) makes use of the inde-

pendently measured flip angle map (d). T2 maps computed using an exponential fit are

shown below (e, f). The T2 maps shown used fits from the optimal FSE pair for ISEC

(TE 10 and 70 ms) and for exponential (TE 20 and 60 ms), as determined from Tables

4.1 and 4.2.

Table 4.1: Group averaged T2 values using ISEC fittinga,b

Thalamus Globus Pallidus Caudate Head Putamen Insular Cortex Cortical GM Posterior WM Frontal WM
MESE (ms) 52.3±3.3 34.3±2.2 57.9±2.1 51.1±3.4 72.6±3.0 55.4±4.4 59.7±6.5 52.4±3.1
nB1 1.13±0.02 1.09±0.06 1.04±0.06 1.03±0.05 0.99±0.04 0.87±0.06 0.92±0.05 0.86±0.07
αR 203.6◦±4.4◦ 196.6◦±10.3◦ 186.6◦±10.0◦ 186.0◦±9.0◦ 178.3◦±6.4◦ 157.4◦±10.1◦ 166.2◦±9.3◦ 154.9◦±13.5◦

FSE Data Set Percentage T2 fit accuracy (relative to gold standard MESE, %)
Echo 1-8 (TE 10 - 80 ms) 94±3 99±6 98±6 98±8 97±5 96±5 96±5 96±5
Echo 1, 3 (TE 10, 30 ms) 90±2 96±8 96±8 95±9 89±1 91±11 87±2 105±19
Echo 1, 4 (TE 10, 40 ms) 90±2 95±9 95±9 95±10 89±3 92±8 89±6 95±9
Echo 1, 5 (TE 10, 50 ms) 97±5 101±8 99±8 100±10 95±3 95±8 95±4 102±11
Echo 1, 6 (TE 10, 60 ms) 92±2 97±7 94±5 96±9 91±6 94±8 92±5 95±7
Echo 1, 7 (TE 10, 70 ms) 97±4 104±7 100±8 100±10 98±6 98±6 98±5 100±7
Echo 1, 8 (TE 10, 80 ms) 94±4 97±6 98±7 97±8 100±5 95±8 95±5 96±7
Echo 2, 4 (TE 20, 40 ms) 88±3 94±8 93±5 92±8 90±4 94±3 91±9 83±5
Echo 2, 5 (TE 20, 50 ms) 99±8 102±7 99±6 98±8 98±3 97±5 98±6 95±5
Echo 2, 6 (TE 20, 60 ms) 91±3 97±8 93±4 95±8 92±6 95±4 94±7 89±4
Echo 2, 7 (TE 20, 70 ms) 98±5 104±7 100±6 99±9 100±6 100±5 100±6 96±4
Echo 2, 8 (TE 20, 80 ms) 94±5 97±7 97±6 96±7 102±6 96±6 97±6 92±4
a Gold standard T2 fit values from ISEC fitting of MESE data are reported as mean
(ms) ± standard deviation within the group. All other T2 values are expressed as the
relative value compared to the gold standard (%).
b n = 6 subjects, aged 29.0 ± 6.2 years

4.3.2 Phantom Validation

T2 fit results from single spin echo measurements, and from ISEC and exponential fitting

of MESE and pairs of FSE images are reported in Table 4.3. T1 values from inversion

recovery are also reported. Phantom results show excellent agreement between ISEC
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Figure 4.2: Comparing T2 maps from ISEC and exponential fit. T2 maps (ms) computed
using ISEC: (a) 32 echo MESE experiment, (b) two FSE images TE = 10 and 70 ms, (c)
TE = 20 and 60 ms. Exponential T2 fitting with two FSE images (e) TE = 10 and 70
ms, (f) TE = 20 and 60 ms. (d) Independently measured nB1 map used for fits a-c. All
FSE and MESE data shown were acquired with a nominal 180◦ refocusing pulse and 10
ms echo spacing.

methods and single spin echo results across a wide range of T2 values. Exponential fits

of FSE and MESE data overestimate T2 results in most cases.

4.3.3 Numerical Assessment of T2 fitting

Uncertainty in the T2 measurement is examined in Fig. 4.3 by mapping the coefficient of

variance in T2 fitting results from 500 simulated data sets using an SNR of 50. Results

are shown for various combinations of echo pairs, for a range of T2 (20 - 100 ms) and nB1

values (0.5 - 1.5, resulting in a refocusing angle of 90◦ - 270◦). SNR simulations show

that for experiments where T2 is expected in that range, the optimal TE pair is 10 ms
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Table 4.2: Group averaged T2 values using exponential fita,b

Thalamus Globus Pallidus Caudate Head Putamen Insular Cortex Cortical GM Posterior WM Frontal WM
MESE, ISEC fit (ms) 52.3±3.3 34.3±2.2 57.9±2.1 51.1±3.4 72.6±3.0 55.4±4.4 59.7±6.5 52.4±3.1
nB1 1.13±0.02 1.09±0.06 1.04±0.06 1.03±0.05 0.99±0.04 0.87±0.06 0.92±0.05 0.86±0.07
αR 203.6◦±4.4◦ 196.6◦±10.3◦ 186.6◦±10.0◦ 186.0◦±9.0◦ 178.3◦±6.4◦ 157.4◦±10.1◦ 166.2◦±9.3◦ 154.9◦±13.5◦

FSE Data Set Percentage T2 fit accuracy (relative to gold standard MESE, %)
Echo 1-8 (TE 10 - 80 ms) 128±3 134±6 128±6 128±7 128±5 128±4 125±6 129±4
Echo 1, 3 (TE 10, 30 ms) 189±9 159±13 200±13 177±12 212±7 185±12 167±10 356±66
Echo 1, 4 (TE 10, 40 ms) 175±5 160±10 179±12 169±11 184±9 177±10 165±18 189±13
Echo 1, 5 (TE 10, 50 ms) 148±6 140±8 148±10 143±10 151±4 143±9 142±11 158±10
Echo 1, 6 (TE 10, 60 ms) 143±4 142±9 142±8 141±9 143±8 143±7 138±10 148±8
Echo 1, 7 (TE 10, 70 ms) 136±4 136±8 137±9 133±10 139±7 135±5 133±9 140±6
Echo 1, 8 (TE 10, 80 ms) 135±4 137±8 137±8 134±8 145±7 135±6 133±8 139±6
Echo 2, 4 (TE 20, 40 ms) 94±2 105±7 97±4 97±7 91±4 97±3 94±8 88±4
Echo 2, 5 (TE 20, 50 ms) 97±7 104±7 97±6 97±8 93±3 95±4 96±6 93±5
Echo 2, 6 (TE 20, 60 ms) 103±3 113±8 102±5 105±7 98±6 104±3 102±6 99±4
Echo 2, 7 (TE 20, 70 ms) 104±4 112±7 105±6 105±8 102±5 104±5 104±5 101±3
Echo 2, 8 (TE 20, 80 ms) 108±4 117±7 109±5 109±7 111±5 108±4 108±5 105±3
a Gold standard T2 fit values from ISEC fitting of MESE data are reported as mean
(ms) ± standard deviation within the group. T2 values resulting from two point fits are
expressed as the relative value compared to the gold standard (%).
b n = 6 subjects, aged 29.0 ± 6.2 years

Table 4.3: Phantom T2 values from ISEC and Exponential Fita

Sample: 1 2 3 4 5 6
[MnCl2] (mM) 27.7 67.9 124.6 270.0 401.5 512.3
T1 (ms) 2055±53 1383±24 912±43 515±16 306±21 353±7
nB1 1.11±0.03 1.17±0.03 1.20±0.05 1.01±0.04 0.90±0.03 1.03±0.04
αR 200◦±5◦ 211◦±6◦ 217◦±10◦ 183◦±8◦ 161◦±6◦ 186◦± 8◦

T2 values from various fitting methods and data sets (ms)
Single Spin Echo 239±11 108±3 53.2±2.2 26.4±1.4 17.6±0.2 13.7±0.5
MESE (ISEC) 227±5 98±2 50.6±2.4 24.6±0.9 17.3±0.5 13.2±0.7
MESE (exponential) 267±7 124±4 68.8±3.7 32.9±1.3 24.6±0.9 19.3±1.0
FSE echo 1,7 ISEC fit 220±40 101±8 51.3±3.4 25.8±2.1 16.2±2.5 13.0±2.0
FSE echo 2,6 ISEC fit 192±19 94±6 52.5±3.5 25.1±1.9 15.6±2.2 11.8±2.0
FSE echo 1,7 exponential fit 893±704 187±24 79.0±7.2 31.7±2.6 19.2±3.1 14.8±3.2
FSE echo 2,6 exponential fit 180±14 99±6 59.5±3.6 29.8±1.9 20.8±1.9 17.3±2.1

a values are reported as mean ± standard deviation within the ROI.

and 70 ms (1st and 7th echoes), which agrees with the in vivo findings from Table 4.1.

Uncertainty in a T2 measurement for a range of SNR values is examined in Fig. 4.4,

for a simulated T2 of 50 ms, and refocusing angle of 180◦. Using ISEC, T2 fit values

are increased by approximately 0 - 3% when SNR > 30 (Fig. 4.4), relative to zero

noise simulations. Low SNR value results in a bias to overestimate T2 due to the noise

floor. Even at high SNR values, exponential fitting fails to provide accurate results.

Even where nB1 = 1 (refocusing angle = 180◦), slice profile effects result in indirect

and stimulated echo contamination, leading to significant errors in T2 estimation with

exponential fitting.

Figure 4.5 shows the percent error in T2 fit results across a range of flip angle and
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Figure 4.3: Examining instability in two point ISEC fitting. Coefficient of Variance (%)
in ISEC T2 fitting results for simulated SNR of 50 are shown for a range of T2 and nB1
values, and the following echo pairs: (a) 10 and 40 ms (b) 10 and 50 ms, (c) 10 and 60
ms (d) 10 and 70 ms (e) 10 and 80 ms (f) 20 and 40 ms (g) 20 and 50 ms (h) 20 and 60
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Figure 4.4: Examining SNR limitations. Mean ± standard deviation in T2 fitting error
for simulated T2 of 50 ms and nB1 of 1.0 (refocusing angle of 180◦) are shown for two
echo choices using either (a,b) ISEC or (c,d) exponential (Exp) fitting. Mean lines are
shown in black, with plus/minus one standard deviation limits shaded in grey. In general,
T2 is overestimated by 0-3% with ISEC fitting when SNR > 30.
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T2 values using different pairs of echoes: the first and seventh (a and c), and the second

and sixth (b and d). Effects of T1 overestimation are also explored using a 1 or 2 s

overestimation of the actual 1 s value. Errors in ISEC T2 fit results are larger when

T1 over-estimate increases (Fig. 4.5, curves where T1,dictionary = 3 s). Error curves from

exponential fitting where the first and seventh echo are used exceed 30%, and are not

shown. When T1 is overestimated by 2 s, errors occur which have a strong flip angle

dependence.
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Figure 4.5: Examining T2 fit accuracy. T2 fitting accuracy is examined for a range of
T2 and refocusing angles (αR) using only two echo times: (a,c) 10 and 70 ms (1st and
7th echo), and (b,d) 20 and 60 ms (2nd and 6th echo). Here, T1 is simulated to be 1.0
s, but the lookup table used for fitting assumes 2 or 3 s. In (a,c), the exponential fit is
off the graph due to errors exceeding 30%.

Error due to the assumption of a constant T1 is further examined in Fig. 4.6 using
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a wide range of simulated T1 from 300 - 3000 ms, while assuming a constant T1 of 2

s. Error is shown as a function of T2 and refocusing flip angle for two point ISEC fit

using the first and seventh echo. Error maps from using ISEC fitting on the second and

sixth echo, and with 32 echoes contained the same features, with similar resulting fit

error (within 0.5% for the majority of T1 and refocusing values), and are not shown. In

general, error in the T2 measurement was found to be less than 2% when the T1 estimate

was within 1 s of the actual value when refocusing angles exceeded 85◦. Over-estimate

of T1 by ≤1.5 s caused less than 2% error in T2 measurement error when the refocusing

angle was near 180◦. The importance of an accurate T1 estimate increases with increased

stimulated echoes.
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Figure 4.6: T2 error maps examining uniform T1 assumption. Error due to the assump-
tion of a global T1 value is examined in the two point ISEC, where echoes 1 and 7 (TE
= 10, 70 ms) were used. A range of T2, nB1 and T1 were simulated, and fit, assuming
a global T1 of 2 s. Error in the resulting T2 fit is shown for (a) nB1 = 1, and a range of
actual T1 and T2 values, and (b) T2 = 50 ms, and a range of actual T1 and nB1 values.

4.4 Discussion

The two point ISEC method described here enables accurate T2 quantification from only

two FSE images (PD and T2-weighted) by modelling the pulse sequence, taking into

account stimulated and indirect echoes via prior knowledge of the flip angles and slice

profiles. Human brain T2 values obtained from the two point FSE method with ISEC

fitting (Table 4.1) agreed very well (within 4% for most combinations of data) with the
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T2 results from ISEC fitting of the 32 echo MESE data set. In phantom experiments,

T2 values from both ISEC fitting of two echoes and MESE data sets agreed within

uncertainty with T2 measurements from single spin echo experiments.

Exponential fits of the MESE and FSE data were not as robust (Table 4.2). The two

point exponential fits of PD (TE = 10 ms) weighted and T2-weighted images grossly

overestimated T2 values (33 - 112%, depending on chosen echo times), as expected from

simulations.

However, exponential fits of in vivo experiments with certain combinations of data

showed reasonable T2 values (Table 4.2). In particular, when the second echo (TE =

20 ms) is combined with a later echo, the exponential T2 map is much closer to the

gold standard values. However, the echo time of the second echo is too late for a true

PD-weighted image. Further, the T2 map is visibly warmer on the color scale (Fig. 4.2

f), and resulting values within ROIs are typically found to be larger, compared to ISEC

fitting of the MESE data (Table 4.2). The error in exponential fitting results depended on

both T2 and refocusing angle, when the second echo is paired with a later echo. Regions

with shorter T2 values (less than ∼50 ms) typically overestimated T2, while moderate

T2 values (50 - 80 ms) seemed to be near gold standard values. Conventionally, one may

assume that using only even pairs of echoes would be sufficient to minimize stimulated

echo effects; however, we have found that this approach does not remove errors, as T1

contamination is introduced via alternate echo pathways.

Knowledge of the actual flip angle and RF pulse shapes are an essential part of this

advanced fitting method. The flip angle knowledge removes a parameter from the fitting

process, which enables only two points to yield an accurate solution. Accurate knowledge

of the flip angle and slice profile allow for appropriate compensation of indirect and

stimulated echo pathways. At high magnetic field, an actual flip angle map was needed

due to substantial in-plane RF variation. However at lower fields, with RF variation

reduced, a flip angle map may not be necessary. At any field strength, knowledge of the

RF pulse shape is required for the simulation process. If the RF pulse shapes are not

provided by the vendor, they may be measured using a digital oscilloscope.

SNR simulations show that for T2 between 20 and 100 ms, the optimal pair of effective
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TEs for ISEC fitting is 10 ms and 70 ms, which is supported by in vivo results (Table 4.1).

Using a combination of images with TEs of 10 ms and 50 or 60 ms also performs well if

T2 is between 20 and 50 ms, however, the accuracy of larger T2 values is compromised.

Other combinations of FSE images could provide accurate measurements, though the

accuracy depends on the TEs, and the T2 range expected. The pair of images chosen

here compromises between accuracy of specific T2 values, and accuracy over the desired

range of T2 values. For other applications, a different T2 weighting may be optimal.

However, for clinical applications, the choice of TE of PD and T2 weighting are usually

fixed, with PD being the first echo and T2-weighted using TE of 60 - 100 ms [16–18, 20].

The values found to be optimal here fall within that range.

Without previous T1 measurement, an assumption of T1 is required in calculation of

the fitting model. We found that errors due to the T1 assumption were small when the

T1 of the model was within 1 s of the actual T1 value (Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6). Errors

increase with increased stimulated echo contributions, and, when the T1 assumption is

inaccurate (particularly when overestimated by 2 s), resulting errors vary significantly

with refocusing angle (Fig. 4.5) due to varied contributions from indirect and stimulated

echo pathways. The original implementation of ISEC found T2 measurement to be

relatively insensitive to T1 when the T1/T2 ratio is large [25], however that work used a

20 echo MESE data set, allowing for averaging of T1 error across 20 points and only 10

ms between measured points. In the two point approach, the points may be 60 ms apart

(10 and 70 ms). Further, the amount of T1 contamination varies with refocusing flip

angle and the number of RF pulses that spins have experienced, and therefore does not

contribute equally to all possible effective echo times, resulting in potential increases in

error in two point fitting. We find that, when the difference between actual and assumed

T1 values in fitting is greater than 1 s, errors with strong dependence on refocusing angle

can occur (see Fig. 4.5, curves where the assumed T1 = 3 s). Estimating T1 to within 1

s is generally straightforward for healthy tissues. However, inclusion of an approximate

T1 map could aid pathological T2 measurements.

The only difference between the pairs of FSE acquisitions used for two point ISEC

fitting in this work was the effective TE, with all other parameters kept consistent. In
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practice, TR, echo spacing, echo train length, or other parameters might differ between

PD and T2-weighted images, which would compromise the approach used here, although

potential corrections might be possible. For example, if TR is changed between sequences,

this could lead to different initial magnetization in each acquisition, and result in sub-

stantial errors in T2 estimation, unless a correction factor was included for different TRs

which would require knowledge of T1. Alternatively, one could use a dual echo protocol

to maintain the same TR for both images, and minimize total acquisition time.

This work builds on previous implementations of spin response fitting for T2 mapping

by [25], and [33]. These methods fit simultaneously for T2, flip angle, and a scaling

parameter from MESE data. In order to fit for T2 from only two data points, the flip

angle must be measured separately. The Lebel method underestimates nB1 [25] due to

the slice profile approximation, and restricts fitting of nB1 to less than 1. Symmetry

around nB1 of 1 is assumed, but has since been shown not to be the case [41]. When

providing a flip angle map to a T2 fit which accounts for stimulated echoes, accurate

simulations of decay curves including flip angles and slice profiles are required. In this

work, we make use of the Shinnar-Le Roux algorithm for simulation of slice selective RF

pulses and Bloch simulations for decay curves in order to fully simulate signal intensities

of FSE images and avoid making approximations for slice profile effects.

In clinical practice, lower refocusing angles are typically used due to specific absorp-

tion rate constraints. With lower refocusing angles, stimulated echo contamination will

increase, resulting in an increase in errors in exponential fitting over those examined here.

Further, clinical sequences may have increased amounts of stimulated echo contributions

due to the use of narrow refocusing widths relative to the excitation width. Here, we have

used a refocusing slice of 1.75 x excitation width, which helps to reduce non-exponential

echo contamination.

This work was performed using a single slice acquisition. It is readily extendible to

multi-slice protocols, provided SNR is sufficient. Previous work has found that incidental

magnetization transfer (MT) does not significantly affect grey matter T2 values, however

a reduction in SNR was observed [32]. For white matter, increased delay between off-

resonant RF pulses and on-resonant readout processes minimizes differential MT effects
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between myelin water and other pools, due to exchange [42].

The limitations of the method quantified here are specific to the acquisition parame-

ters (in particular, pulse shapes and timing, and echo time). For example, the use of 3D

sequences may limit the effects of slice selection profile, and experiments at standard 1.5

T may limit in-plane flip angle variations. Nevertheless, any use of imperfect or non-180◦

refocusing angles can cause stimulated and indirect echo pathways. Simulations and ex-

periments indicate that exponential fits using the PD (first echo) image are insufficient

for T2 quantification, with errors depending on both the flip angle, and T2 value (Fig.

4.5). The experiments here used nominal refocusing angles of 180◦, which varied up to

30% across the brain in a single experiment, due to high field (4.7 T) interference effects.

Simulations indicate that much lower refocusing angles would result in even poorer two

echo exponential fitting performance (Fig. 4.5).

In addition to allowing for rapid T2 quantification in future studies, this method

potentially allows for retrospective studies on existing databases that contain PD and

T2-weighted images, where flip angle maps are also available or can be predicted. Studies

such as that by [16] have attempted exponential fitting of PD and T2-weighted images

for T2 quantification, but found systematic differences when trying to combine data from

multiple sites. This is likely due to different refocusing pulse shapes and angles, to which

exponential fitting is highly sensitive. The experiments and simulations here included

nominal 180◦ refocusing pulse trains, though a range of potential refocusing angles were

examined. In clinical applications, lower refocusing pulses, or variable refocusing pulse

trains may be used, further increasing the likelihood of seriously compromised results

from exponential fitting.

4.5 Conclusions

In conclusion, ISEC fitting of a PD and a T2-weighted FSE image allows for accurate T2

fitting. By incorporating the actual refocusing angle into the fitting process, ISEC fitting

achieves a two point fit while providing much greater accuracy and less sensitivity to

refocusing pulse shape and angle than exponential fitting. This method can enable accu-
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rate quantitative T2 mapping, without the need of a specialized T2 mapping acquisition,

by utilizing existing PD and T2-weighted images with known flip angles.
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Chapter 5

T1 and T2 Quantification from

Standard Images

Purpose: To extract quantitative longitudinal and transverse (T1 and T2)

relaxation maps from standard MRI methods.

Methods: Bloch simulations and known flip angles were used to model relative

signal amplitudes from standard turbo spin echo sequences: Proton Density

(PD) weighted, T2-weighted and T1-weighted or T2-weighted FLuid Atten-

uated Inversion Recovery (FLAIR). Simulations over a range of expected pa-

rameter values yielded a look-up table which was used to determine T1 and

T2 from these weighted images. The same sequences and a flip angle map

were acquired in 8 subjects at 3.0 T using both multi-slice and single slice

acquisitions. T1 and T2 maps were fit from the resulting data using PD and

T2 weighting and either T1-weighted or FLAIR images, and the flip angle

map. Results are compared to inversion recovery experiments for T1, and 20

echo multi-echo spin echo sequences for T2.

Results: T1 and T2 maps may be acquired from only three weighted images

and a flip angle map. In comparison to the gold standard methods, single

slice PD-T2 and T1-weighted images provided average T1 values within 7% in

grey matter and 13% in white matter, and T2 values within 5% in grey mat-
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ter and 7% in white matter. In multi-slice acquisitions optimized to reduce

cross talk and incidental magnetization transfer, average T1 and T2 values

were within 10% and 7% of gold standard, respectively. Best results were

achieved using PD-T2 and standard T1-weighting rather than FLAIR. Inci-

dental magnetization transfer reduced T1 accuracy in multi-slice acquisitions

with a standard interleaved acquisition. T2 maps were largely unaffected by

the choice of T1-weighted or T2-FLAIR image, paired with PD-T2 weighting.

Conclusions: Through exact sequence modelling, and separate measurement

of flip angles, T2 and T1 may be quantified from a standard brain protocol

of TSE images with PD, T2 and T1-weighting. This approach may enable

the introduction of quantitative relaxation into radiology protocols without

substantial time penalties.

5.1 Introduction

Relaxation mapping may be used for investigation of the brain [1–4] and body [5–11].

Accurate measurement of relaxation times, rather than the acquisition of only weighted

images allows for direct tissue quantification of a biological parameter with removal of

variations arising from transmit and receive RF fields and scanner gain.

In the clinic, relaxation-weighted images are routinely acquired, but quantifying the

relaxation times typically requires additional specialized pulse sequences and hence ad-

ditional imaging time, which is not typically feasible in standard clinical practice.

Researchers have sought to acquire quantitative maps rapidly by either directly fitting

weighted images [12–14] or through use of specialized sequences (for example, fingerprint-

ing [15, 16], DESPOT1 and DESPOT2 [17, 18], QRAPMASTER [19, 20], or multi-slice

inversion recovery [21]). Some authors have used these parameter maps to then create

synthetic weighted MR images [20, 22]. While these methods have shown promise, they

still rely on additional pulse sequences and often sacrifice the spatial precision found in

common weighted images (in order to save time or due to inherent SNR and artefact limi-

tations). Weighted images have dominated radiology practice because they have provided
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adequate spatial resolution and contrast differences between tissues. Weighted images

will likely continue to dominate the practice of Radiology; however, if quantitative maps

could be obtained from the same data, the pathway to acceptance of these maps might

be more open.

Our goal is to produce relaxation maps directly from weighted images that are com-

monly used. All weighted sequences have a Turbo (or fast) Spin Echo (TSE) base

and use the standard forms of contrast for brain imaging: Proton Density (PD), T2-

weighted (T2w), T1-weighted (T1w) and T2-weighted FLuid Attenuated Inversion Re-

covery (FLAIR). Through exact modelling of these pulse sequences using the Bloch

equations and a flip angle map, we propose direct extraction of quantitative T1 and

T2 relaxation maps.

Recently, we introduced methods for accurately quantifying T2 from only a PD and

a T2w TSE, and a flip angle (B1) map [13]. This current work extends these methods

to quantify T1 and T2 simultaneously, with the addition of either a T1w image, or a

T2w FLAIR image. Through simultaneous fitting, we demonstrate both T2 and T1

mapping in comparison to gold standard approaches of inversion recovery experiments

and multiple-echo spin echoes in human brain at 3.0 T.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 In Vivo Experiments

All experiments were performed at 3.0 T (PRISMA; Siemens Healthcare; Erlangen, Ger-

many). All subjects provided written, informed consent, and this investigation was ap-

proved by the local institutional ethics board. Brain imaging was performed on eight

volunteers (4 male, mean age 29, range 23 - 34 years) using a 64 channel head coil. Dual

Echo TSE (TE = 10.3 , 92.7 ms; TR = 5 s; turbo factor = 8; Refocusing angle = 165◦;

2 concatenations; Time of Acquisition (TA) = 2:42 × 2), T2w FLAIR (TI = 2200 ms;

TE = 82.4 ms; TR = 5 s; turbo factor = 8; Refocusing angle = 165◦; 2 concatenations;

TA = 2:42 × 2), and T1-weighted TSE (TE = 10.3; TR = 600 ms; turbo factor = 8;
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Refocusing angle = 165◦; 4 concatenations; TA = 0:40 × 2) images were acquired in

2D multi-slice axial acquisitions with 30 contiguous slices. Parallel imaging (GRAPPA)

with acceleration factor of 2 was used in all cases. Odd and even slices were collected

on separate acquisitions in all cases, with each in an interleaved slice acquisition order

to reduce incidental MT and avoid cross-talk between slices. Images were acquired with

matched resolution (3 mm slices, voxel size = 0.86 × 0.86 × 3 mm3; typical matrix =

256 × 208). These sequences were repeated as single slice acquisitions, matching a slice

from the multi-slice acquisition through deep grey matter. In 5 subjects, the dual echo

TSE was repeated with a refocussing angle of 150◦ (PD-T2150) to compare to the typical

165◦(PD-T2165). In addition, all multi-slice images were repeated in 6 subjects using a

more standard single acquisition with all slices interleaved. Flip angle maps were col-

lected on all subjects using a Bloch-Seigert approach (TE 2.24 ms; TR 16150 ms, flip

angle 80; voxel size 1.1 × 1.1 × 3.0 mm; matrix = 192 × 192 × 36; TA = 0:33). B1 maps

were interpolated to match TSE data. B1 is expressed here as a normalized parameter

relating the resulting flip angle to the prescribed flip angle: α = B1αprescribed.

For traditional gold standard relaxation measurement, single slice multi-echo spin

echo (20 echoes; TE = 10 - 200 ms with 10 ms echo spacing; TR = 5 s; Refocussing angle

= 180◦; voxel size = 1.14 × 1.14 × 3 mm3; matrix = 192 × 156 × 1; TA = 5:32), and

an inversion recovery experiment (eight inversion prepared TSE; TI = 50, 100, 200, 500,

1000, 2200, 3000, 4500 ms; TE =10 ms; TR modified for each acquisition for constant

TR - TI = 5 s [23]; turbo factor = 8; Refocussing angle = 165◦; voxel size = 0.86 × 0.868

× 3 mm3; matrix = 256 × 208 × 1; 1 concatenation; total TA 13:59) was also performed.

One subject had only the first 7 inversion times.

Images were coregistered to the PD-weighted image from the dual echo TSE using

a rigid in-plane transform. No subject moved sufficiently to require 3D registration.

Regions-of-interest (ROIs) were drawn using the T2w image from the multi-slice dual

echo image, and the TI = 500 ms image from the inversion recovery experiment. ROIs

were drawn selecting five grey matter (globus pallidus, putamen, caudate head, thalamus,

cortical grey matter), and three white matter (frontal white matter, posterior white

matter, internal capsule) regions. Bilateral ROIs were combined to provide parameter
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averages in chosen regions. To enable comparison, only the slice from multi-slice images

which corresponded to the single slice images were used.

5.2.2 Sequence Modelling and Fitting

All experimental pulse sequences used for relaxation measurements were simulated using

the exact experimental waveforms, specifically: PD, T2 and T1-weighted TSE, FLAIR

and the gold standard comparisons of multiple echo spin echo and multiple inversion

recovery TSE. Bloch equations were used to model relaxation and SLR simulations were

used for RF pulses, as previously described [13, 24]. All simulations were performed using

in-house MATLAB (R2014a, 64 bit) code.

T2 fitting from only a dual echo TSE data set has previously been described [13].

Here, we examine a modified approach to the previously presented method, where a T1-

weighted data point is also considered (either a T1w TSE, or T2w FLAIR TSE image),

and the three data points are simultaneously compared to lookup tables which include a

range of T1, T2 and flip angle values. Tables of the steady state SE signal intensities were

pre-computed for a range of parameters for each sequence (reported as minimum: step

size: maximum): dual echo (T1 = 300:100:3500 ms, T2 = 20:0.1:200 201:1:300 300:5:500

500:10:1000 ms, normalized B1 = 0.6:0.005:1.4), T1-weighted (T1 = 300:50:3500 ms,

T2 = 20:1:200 205:.5:260 280:20:500 550:50:1000 1000:100:1000 ms, B1 = 0.6:0.005:1.4),

and T2w FLAIR (T1 = 300:50:3500, T2 = 20:2:200 200:10:300 300:50:1000 ms, B1 =

0.6:0.005:1.4) . RF pulses were modelled with the SLR algorithm [25], at a resolution

of 1024 points equally spaced over the duration of the pulse. In order to model slice

selection, typically 1001 points equally spaced over three times the excitation width

in the slice-select direction were modelled independently, and summed together. The

previously described model was expanded to account for variation in TR, and to allow

for the addition of an inversion preparation pulse to the TSE acquisition. Steady state

signal amplitudes were calculated by repeating the sequence simulation, to achieve a

steady state. The sequence was repeated a minimum of 5 times, or until the amplitude

of the first echo changed by less than 0.1% in subsequent repetitions.

The fitting routine minimizes the sum of squares of the difference between each data
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point (PDw, T2w, and either T1w or T2w-FLAIR) and the corresponding signal ampli-

tudes from each look-up table to fit for T1, T2 and a scaling parameter. The PD-T2

table is interpolated in the T1 direction to the estimated point, and uses the nearest

point in the T2 and B1 indexes. The T1w (or FLAIR) table is interpolated to the same

T2, B1, and T1 values. A diagram indicating the fitting procedure for PD, T2w, and

T1w images is shown in Figure 5.1. The same procedure is used to compute parameter

maps when T2w FLAIR images are used. M0 maps, true TE = 0 images, or synthetic

images at any other echo time in the echo train may be extracted from the look-up table,

if desired.

Figure 5.1: The flow chart indicates the process for acquiring data and generating relax-
ation maps. Dual echo PD-T2-weighted TSE, T1-weighted TSE, and a rapid B1 map
are acquired. The B1 map is used to take a subset of data from the tables, resulting in a
T1-T2 fitting space for each 3 point data set. The fitting algorithm finds the minimum
of the sum squared residuals, and T1, T2, and amplitude maps (scaling) are generated.

5.2.3 Simulated Experiments

Simulations were performed to investigate the impact of noise on the simultaneous T1-

T2 measurement, and induced error if the flip angle measurement is inaccurate. Signal
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amplitudes for PD-T2, and T1w data with T2 = 60 ms, T1 = 1.0 s, and refocussing

angle = 165◦ were simulated with added noise. Random complex Gaussian noise with a

range of amplitudes to simulate a PDw image with SNR ranging from 5 - 200 was added

to simulated complex data. Each point was simulated 500 times. The resulting signal

magnitudes were fit, and the mean and standard deviation in resulting T1 and T2 values

were plotted. Signal amplitudes for PD-T2, and T1w data with T2 = 60 ms, T1 = 1.0s,

and nominal refocussing angle = 165◦, were simulated for a range of B1 values (0.8 - 1.2).

The results were fit with a range of erroneous B1 values (0.05).

5.2.4 Statistics

Shapiro-Wilk tests, Q-Q plots and histograms were used to check for normality of data.

Wilcoxon rank sum tests were performed to test if T1 and T2 fit results from each

three point data set was significantly different from the gold standard. Values from

each multi-slice protocol were compared to each other and to results from single slice

acquisitions. Results from data sets including T1w were compared to results from data

sets which included FLAIR data. Multiple comparisons of methods were accounted for

with Bonferroni correction, and analysis was carried out using α = 0.05.

5.3 Results

T1 and T2 maps may be fit using only three TSE images (PDw, T2w, and either T1w or

T2w-FLAIR), and a B1 map, as demonstrated in Figure 5.1. T1 and T2 maps provide

the added benefit over use of weighted images in that variations in signal intensity due

to transmit and receive coils are removed (Figure 5.2). Example T1 and T2 maps de-

rived from one volunteer are shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 respectively, where the

gold standard methods shown in 5.3a and 5.4a, in comparison to maps computed from

weighted images. Averages from each ROI are displayed in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 for single

and multi-slice experiments, compared to gold standard T1 and T2 measurements. T1

and T2 results from four ROIs are compared in box plots in Figure 5.5. T2 values are

similar, regardless of which TSE data set they are derived from, and are generally within
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∼ 5% of the MESE derived value, though in most cases the values from TSE data sets

underestimated the MESE value. The T2 values are not found to be significantly differ-

ent across methods (except in frontal white matter, as indicated in Table 5.2). However,

T1 values vary substantially, depending on the ROI and data acquisition method. In

many cases T1 values are significantly different across methods (as indicated in Table

5.1 and 5.2). The T1 values derived from PD-T2 and T2w-FLAIR images, and values

derived from images with contiguous slices (vs odd and even separately acquired) are

the least accurate (up to 51% error). Single slice acquisitions of PD-T2 and T2w-FLAIR

mis-estimate T1 by as much as 20%. T1 values from single slice data sets (PD-T2 and

T1w) are the most accurate (average values were within 7% in grey matter and 13% in

white matter), compared to the inversion recovery experiment. In grey matter, T1 from

single slice experiments were not found to be significantly different from gold standard.

Average T1 values from single slice PD-T2 and T2w-FLAIR are within 19% of inversion

recovery T1 values. Values from multi-slice acquisition of PD-T2 and T1w images have

similar accuracy (up to 10% error) in grey matter and improved results in white matter

(within 3%).

Table 5.1: T1 and T2 (ms) values from Single Slice Experiments

Data Set N
Globus
Pallidus

Caudate Putamen Thalamus
Cortical

GM
Frontal

WM
Posterior

WM
Internal
Capsule

B1 1.12 ± 0.02 1.07 ± 0.01 1.10 ± 0.01 1.17 ± 0.02 1.01 ± 0.02 0.94 ± 0.02 1.04 ± 0.02 1.13 ± 0.02
T1 IR 8 1013 ± 23 1427 ± 20 1270 ± 31 1184 ± 25 1428 ± 75 851 ± 33 855 ± 25 924 ± 38
T1 PD-T2, T2w-FLAIR 8 1011 ± 20¶ 1205 ± 25*¶ 1131 ± 31*¶ 1062 ± 17*¶ 1249 ± 73*¶ 838 ± 25¶ 879 ± 23¶ 993 ± 58¶

T1 PD-T2, T1w 8 1068 ± 34¶ 1463 ± 61¶ 1311 ± 57¶ 1197 ± 31¶ 1528 ± 101¶ 954 ± 31*¶ 963 ± 23*¶ 1006 ± 57*

T2 MESE 8 47.4 ± 1.7 70.8 ± 2.5 60.5 ± 2.3 63.9 ± 1.0 73.2 ± 5.8 58.5 ± 1.1 70.5 ± 2.2 78.3 ± 6.8
T2 PD-T2, T2w-FLAIR 8 47.2 ± 2.5 68.2 ± 1.8 59.0 ± 1.4 62.0 ± 1.6 70.3 ± 4.5 57.7 ± 1.6 67.6 ± 2.5 72.5 ± 4.7
T2 PD-T2, T1w 8 47.2 ± 2.5 67.8 ± 1.7 58.7 ± 1.4 61.8 ± 1.5 69.9 ± 4.4 57.5 ± 1.6 67.4 ± 2.5 72.5 ± 4.7
SNR PD 49 65 63 49 128 70 83 49
ROI Size # pixels 206 ± 54 122 ± 52 500 ±75 335 ± 43 50 ± 14 177 ± 70 153 ± 60 57 ± 8

* indicates values is significantly different from gold standard
¶indicates that the 3 point method using PD-T2 and T1w is significantly different from
the value derived from PD-T2 and FLAIR.

In the multi-slice acquisition with even and odd slices separately acquired, reducing

the refocussing angle in the PD-T2 resulted in similar T1 values with only average 2%

difference (not shown). This improvement was larger in data sets including FLAIR,

than in data sets including a T1w image. The use of the FLAIR image for T1 fitting

in multi-slice acquisition was less accurate, though the methods appear to have similar
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Figure 5.2: Raw (a) PDw, (b) T2w, (c) T1w, (d) T2-FLAIR images processed in N4 to
reduce inhomogeneity due to receiver profile and RF inhomogeneity, are compared to the
corresponding parameter maps (e) scaling amplitude, (f) T2 map, (g) T1 map, resulting
from fitting the TSE images with an input measured (h) B1 map. Parameter maps were
calculated using raw images prior to N4 processing.

precision.

Ratios of each multi-slice PD-weighted, FLAIR and T1w TSE image to their single

slice equivalent are compared in Figure 5.6. In each case, the acquisitions with contiguous

slices showed the largest reduction in signal intensity relative to the single slice acquisi-

tion. The signal loss in the T1w image is most similar to the PD with 150◦ refocussing.

Signal loss in the FLAIR image due to incidental MT has different features than any of

the PDw TSE images. This is consistent with larger errors in T1 values derived from

data sets including the T2w-FLAIR images.

Simulations show that T1 and T2 fitting are sensitive to inaccuracies in the measured

B1 map (Figure 5.7a-b). However, if the B1 value is accurate within 5%, the error in

T1 and T2 is lower than 5%. SNR simulations (Figure 5.7c-d) show that average T1

and T2 values remain accurate, even at low SNR. However the standard deviation in the

resulting values exceeds 8% in T1, and 5% in T2 where SNR < 40. Typically, SNR in

experiments exceeded 40.
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Figure 5.3: T1 maps (ms) from (a) single slice inversion recovery, and (e) the measured
B1 map are compared to T1 maps determined from each combination of dual echo and
T1w or T2-FLAIR images: (b) single slice dual echo and T1w, (c) multi-slice dual echo
and T1w with even and odd separately acquired, (d) multi-slice dual echo and T1w with
contiguous slice acquisition, (f) single slice dual echo and T2-FLAIR, (g) multi-slice dual
echo and T2-FLAIR with even and odd separately acquired, (h) multi-slice dual echo
and T2-FLAIR with contiguous slice acquisition. T1 values vary, depending on which
set of data is used to compute parameter maps. These maps correspond to the T2 maps
shown in Figure 5.4

5.4 Discussion

Combination of a dual echo TSE, T1w TSE, and a B1 map was sufficient to measure

T1 and T2. Single slice acquisitions provided T1 values within 7% in grey matter, and

within 13% in white matter. Corresponding T2 values are within 5% in grey matter

and 7% in white matter. Multi-slice protocols are less accurate, and are within 10%

of gold standard for the separate odd/even acquisition, and up to 32% error compared

to inversion recovery results in standard contiguous multi-slice acquisitions. Thus, slice

order is an important consideration with this approach. T2 values are less sensitive

to acquisition and are not found to be significantly different across methods (P>0.005

except in frontal white matter, comparing values from contiguous FLAIR and PD-T2),
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Figure 5.4: The T2 map (ms) from (a) MESE with ISEC fitting and (e) the measured
B1 map are compared to maps determined from each combination of dual echo and T1w
or T2-FLAIR images: (b) single slice dual echo and T1w, (c) multi-slice dual echo and
T1w with even and odd separately acquired, (d) multi-slice dual echo and T1w with
contiguous slice acquisition, (f) single slice dual echo and T2-FLAIR, (g) multi-slice dual
echo and T2-FLAIR with even and odd separately acquired, (h) multi-slice dual echo
and T2-FLAIR with contiguous slice acquisition. These maps correspond to the T1
maps shown in Figure 5.3. T2 maps are scaled 0 to 200 ms, and the B1 map is scaled
0.5 to 1.5.

though results varied slightly (∼5% variation) across methods.

Using only weighted images for T1 and T2 mapping, removes the requirement for

specialized sequences. However, incidental MT in multi-slice acquisitions resulted in a

loss in signal intensity, which had unequal effects for each of the T1-weighted, dual echo,

and FLAIR acquisitions, and does not equally affect different regions of the brain due

to variations in B1 and tissue MT sensitivity [26]. This resulted in variable error in T1

measurement, depending on sequences used, and brain region. Multi-slice data acquired

with odd and even data sets in separate acquisitions minimize these MT differences,

compared to interleaved multi-slice acquisition of all contiguous slices. Separating even
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Figure 5.5: T1 (top row) and T2 (bottom row) values (ms) derived from the various
possible combinations of data are compared in four ROIs using a box and whisker dia-
gram. Multi-slice and single slice are abbreviated MS and SS. Subscript c indicates the
contiguous acquisition. On each box, the central mark indicates the median value and
the bottom and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively.
Whiskers show the maximum and minimum data points, not including outliers. Outliers
are plotted using + symbol.

and odd slices into two acquisitions also avoids cross talk, which may be present in unequal

amounts in the contiguous acquisition. For this reason, combinations of data from each

acquisition type were not considered. The even and odd separate acquisitions are non-

standard. In future, improved slice interleaving options could be implemented to further

reduce incidental MT and cross talk. All multi-slice acquisitions resulted in variable MT

across each image type, and hence errors in T1 measurement. Balancing MT effects

across experiments is a future direction of this work. Nevertheless, T2 measurements

were relatively consistent, regardless of the data combination used, likely because the

dual echo images provide most of the contrast for the T2 fitting, and both echoes are

equally impacted by MT and cross-talk effects. The issues with slice cross-talk and MT
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Table 5.2: T1 and T2 (ms) values from Multi-slice Experiments

Data Set N
Globus
Pallidus

Caudate Putamen Thalamus
Cortical

GM
Frontal

WM
Posterior

WM
Internal
Capsule

B1 1.12 ± 0.02 1.07 ± 0.01 1.10 ± 0.01 1.17 ± 0.02 1.01 ± 0.02 0.94 ± 0.02 1.04 ± 0.02 1.13 ± 0.02
T1 IR 8 1013 ± 23 1427 ± 20 1270 ± 31 1184 ± 25 1428 ± 75 851 ± 33 855 ± 25 924 ± 38
T1 PD-T2, T2w-FLAIR 8 866 ± 54*†¶ 1070 ± 30*†¶ 1004 ± 45*†¶ 918 ± 24*†¶ 1113 ± 82*¶ 694 ± 22*†¶ 729 ± 25*†¶ 851 ± 65*†¶

T1 PD-T2c, T2w-FLAIRc 6 626 ± 100*†¶ 928 ± 42*†¶ 824 ± 30*†¶ 692 ± 82*†¶ 908 ± 36*†¶ 417 ± 33*†¶ 415 ± 41*†¶ 643 ± 91*†¶

T1 PD-T2, T1w 8 956 ± 36*†¶ 1310 ± 31*†¶ 1179 ± 55†¶ 1061 ± 48*†¶ 1353 ± 112¶ 872 ± 44¶ 875 ± 28†¶ 900 ± 46†
T1 PD-T2c, T1wc 6 714 ± 29*†¶ 1072 ± 30*†¶ 934 ± 27*†¶ 808 ± 41*†¶ 1055 ± 64*†¶ 619 ± 46*†¶ 644 ± 26*†¶ 681 ± 36*†¶

T2 MESE 8 47.4 ± 1.7 70.8 ± 2.5 60.5 ± 2.3 63.9 ± 1.0 73.2 ± 5.8 58.5 ± 1.1 70.5 ± 2.2 78.3 ± 6.8
T2 PD-T2, T2w-FLAIR 8 47.1 ± 2.1 68.3 ± 2.6 59.0 ± 2.7 62.8 ± 1.1 70.3 ± 5.1 57.6 ± 2.0 68.2 ± 2.8 73.3 ± 4.6
T2 PD-T2c, T2w-FLAIRc 6 48.3 ± 2.7 68.9 ± 1.6 58.4 ± 1.0 63.2 ± 1.4 69.6 ± 1.9 61.3 ± 2.0† 71.7 ± 2.0 77.0 ± 3.0
T2 PD-T2, T1w 8 46.9 ± 2.2 68.0 ± 2.6 58.8 ± 2.7 62.6 ± 1.1 69.9 ± 5.1 57.1 ± 2.0 67.8 ± 2.8 73.2 ± 4.7
T2 PD-T2c, T1wc 6 47.7 ± 3.0 68.6 ± 1.6 58.2 ± 1.0 62.7 ± 1.6 69.3 ± 1.9 59.2 ± 1.5 69.1 ± 1.8 76.3 ± 3.4
SNR PD 43 60 57 43 113 61 72 41
ROI Size (# pixels) 206 ± 54 122 ± 52 500 ± 75 335 ± 43 50 ± 14 177 ± 70 153 ± 60 57 ± 8

* indicates values is significantly different from gold standard
† indicates the value derived from the multi-slice protocol is significantly different from
the value derived from the single slice protocol.
¶indicates that the 3 point method using PD-T2 and T1w is significantly different from
the value derived from PD-T2 and FLAIR.
subscript c indicates multislice acquisitions where slices were acquired contiguously.

a                  b                  c                  d

e                  f                   g         
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Figure 5.6: The ratio of image intensity of multi-slice weighted images relative to the
single slice equivalent acquisition are shown for: (a) T2w-FLAIR (b) T1w (c) PD165,(d)
PD150 , where even and odd were collected on separate acquisitions, (e) T2w-FLAIRc

(f) T1wc (g) PD165, contiguous slice acquisitions. The contiguous slice acquisitions (e-g)
show much more signal loss than the corresponding multi-slice acquisitions where odd
and even slices were collected in separately (a-c). A value of 1.0 indicates no change in
signal intensity.
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Figure 5.7: (a-b) Fitting of simulated PD-T2 and T1w image intensities with T1 = 1s,
T2 = 60 ms, and a range of B1 show how the input of erroneous B1 values into the fitting
algorithm results in erroneous (a) T2 and (T1) values. (c-d) Relative mean standard
deviation in T2 (c) and T1 (d) fit results from simulated PD-T2 and T1w signal intensities
with added Gaussian complex noise for a range of signal to noise ratios (T1 = 1s, T2 =
60 ms, refocussing angle = 165◦).

could be eliminated by moving to 3D imaging, which is becoming more common [27, 28].

These 3D TSE scans use very long echo trains, and often make use of variable refocusing

flip angles and short inter-echo spacings via non-selective excitation to minimize blurring

effects.

FLAIR images in place of standard T1-weighted images gave poorer results with

reduced accuracy for T1. The long echo time and the long inversion time, result in

mixed T1 and T2 weighting which limits the ability of FLAIR to discriminate between
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T1 and T2 contrast. FLAIR images with reduced echo times, or inversion recovery images

with reduced inversion time would be of greater value for relaxation mapping, yet are

not standard in clinical exams. For example, QRAPMASTER [19, 20] employs multiple

inversion times and echo times for simultaneous T1 and T2 quantification.

Simulations show that the typical SNR of the acquired data was sufficient for precision

within 5%, and that the T1 and T2 mapping are relatively insensitive to small errors (≤
0.05) in B1 value. However, lower prescribed refocussing values would result in increased

sensitivity to B1 errors. T2 estimates from the TSE data were typically lower than values

from the MESE experiment. Based on simulation results, we conclude that this is likely

due to small errors in the B1 measurement rather than noise.

The three point T1 and T2 fit does not and cannot account for multi-component T1

or T2 relaxation. While the T2 measurement appears relatively insensitive to T1, the

assumption of single component T2 can impact the T1 measurement, particularly when

using the T2w FLAIR, since a single component T2 estimate is insufficient to unravel

the mixed T1 and T2-weighted contrast. Further, incidental MT may not impact indi-

vidual T2 components equally [26, 29] and magnetization transfer will depend on timing

between slices [26], which varies between FLAIR, T1w and PD-T2 sequences. Multiple

component relaxation demands use of advanced sequences that are not part of stan-

dard clinical protocols. Here our goal is to estimate single component parameters from

standard radiology sequences. If time is not limited, we still recommend full inversion

recovery or multiple echo experiments for single component T1 or T2 mapping respec-

tively. However, the need for these specializes sequences has led to minimal impact of

quantitative relaxation mapping in clinical settings to date. Using the methods proposed

here, standard sequences can be converted into quantitative maps.

This work makes use of PD-weighted images, achieved through dual echo TSE. While

PD images were commonly used in historical brain protocols, and remain common in

clinical research, they are often not used in modern clinical brain exams, though still

common in some regions of the body such as spine and cartilage imaging. Thus the

addition of PD weighting may be perceived as a limitation of this work. However dual

echo use of PD-T2 can be achieved with only moderate time increase over standard T2.
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Finally, this work required the addition of a flip angle map which was is also non-standard

in the clinic. Nevertheless since B1 varies slowly across the brain, a rapid technique

requiring only 33 seconds was used. In the future, it may be possible to predict the B1

without need for an actual map [3].

5.5 Conclusions

In conclusion, Bloch modelling of TSE sequences allows for T1 and T2 relaxation mea-

surements from only PD, T2 and T1-weighted TSE images. By the incorporation of a

measured B1 map, fitting of T1 and T2 may be achieved from only three points. A T1w

TSE image is preferred over a T2w-FLAIR for T1 estimation. The best results were

achieved in single slice acquisitions. Accuracy in T1 is reduced in multi-slice acquisitions

due to cross talk and incidental MT variation between sequences which needs to be man-

aged. Accuracy in T2 was unaffected by variations in incidental MT. When variation

in incidental MT across sequences is reduced, this method enables reasonably accurate

relaxation quantification without the need for specialized sequences, by utilizing existing

weighted images and measured flip angles.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Summary of Findings

Multi-echo spin echo (MESE) methods are the gold standard for T2 quantification in

vivo. In practical imaging situations, precise 180◦ refocusing angles are impractical or

impossible to achieve. Imperfect slice profiles, radio frequency (RF) interference, and

potentially purposeful reduction in refocusing angles can all contribute to this problem.

Imperfect refocusing results in indirect and stimulated echo contamination, resulting in

non-exponential decay, precluding exponential fitting. Methods for fitting for T2 while

accounting for imperfect refocusing exist and are available. Generally, the simulation

model falls into one of two categories: Bloch equation simulations, or the extended phase

graph (EPG). In Chapter 2, Bloch and EPG methods for Indirect and Stimulated Echo

Compensation (ISEC) fitting of slice selective MESE data are compared. In addition

to differences between methods, the inclusion of flip angle as a fitting parameter and

the use of separately measured values was examined. EPG employs estimates of slice

profile. A Fourier transform approach has been previously proposed [1], and a Shinnar-Le

Roux (SLR) simulation approach was demonstrated here. Simulated slice selective decay

curves vary substantially between models and are not symmetric about 180◦ refocusing

values (symmetry exists for non-selective pulses, and was assumed in previous work

[1]). Differences in the simulated decay curves arise primarily from differences in the

modelling of RF profile response. EPGFT (EPG using FT slice profile approximation)
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provides highly inaccurate flip angles, and use of SLR slice profiles with EPG (EPGSLR)

provides only minor improvement. Consequently, providing measured flip angles to EPG

methods yields erroneous T2 values, and this two parameter fitting approach (amplitude

and T2) is not recommended. Three parameter (T2, B1 and amplitude) EPG fitting

yields systematically different, but very similar T2 results, compared to Bloch based

methods. In contrast, provision of accurate flip angles to the Bloch modelling approach

yields accurate T2 values, and avoids effects of multiple solutions with refocusing angles

above and below 180◦, especially in cases of low SNR. When available, the more complex

Bloch fitting approach is preferred over EPG. However, the much simpler EPG approach

can still provide excellent T2 results in most cases.

Despite the availability of T2 fitting methods which account for indirect and stim-

ulated echoes, exponential fitting methods remain persistent. Researchers frequently

discard echoes with the assumption that improved fit quality means improved accuracy.

In Chapter 3, exponential fitting skipping the first echo or all odd echoes was examined

for a wide range of T2 and flip angle values, and for a range of echo train lengths. Skipped

echo exponential fitting schemes can make substantial improvements in accuracy of T2

values, over fitting of all echoes, particularly where a short echo train is used. However,

these methods are insufficient for avoiding stimulated echo contamination in MESE T2

fitting. Error in T2 fitting using skipped echo approaches yielded a highly variable error

that is flip angle, T2 and echo train length dependent. Errors in T2 were highest when

refocusing angles deviated from 180◦. Modelling approaches, as described in Chapter 2,

are recommended over the use of exponential fitting.

Multi-echo spin echo sequences are time consuming, which limits availability in re-

search, and precludes use in the clinic. Weighted images are frequently acquired in the

clinic and in research studies. Particularly the T2-weighted Fast Spin Echo (FSE) is

typically included in most clinical brain exams. In Chapter 4 it was demonstrated that

ISEC fitting with Bloch modelling approach allows for accurate T2 fitting of a PD and

T2-weighted FSE image when flip angles are available. By incorporating actual refocus-

ing angles into the fitting process, ISEC fitting achieves a two point fit while providing

much greater accuracy and less sensitivity to refocusing pulse shape than exponential fit-
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ting (T2 was overestimated by 33 - 112%, depending on chosen echo times, as expected

from simulations). Values from human brain experiments at 4.7T agreed within 4% of

32 echo MESE methods. Phantom experiments provided values which agreed within the

measurement certainty to spin echo experiments. While MESE methods are preferred,

when available, the described methods permits extraction of accurate T2 values without

additional imaging time.

The addition of a T1-weighted image to the PD-T2 weighted protocol allows for

simultaneous extraction of T1 and T2. The use of a T1w FSE, or a T2w-FLAIR (FLuid

Attenuated Inversion Recovery), for this purpose were examined in Chapter 5. Single

slice acquisitions of PD-T2 and T1w images provided T1 values were within 7% of gold

standard in grey matter and within 13% in white matter. Corresponding T2 values were

within 5% in grey matter and 7% in white matter. Multi-slice acquisitions were less

accurate. Contiguous acquisitions resulted in up to 30% difference in T1 values relative

to inversion recovery. T2 values were less sensitive to acquisition and were not found to be

significantly different across methods. In multi-slice acquisitions, differences in slice order

between acquisitions result in different amounts of cross-talk and incidental magnetization

transfer (MT) between acquisitions, reducing the accuracy of T1 estimation, relative to

inversion recovery.

6.2 Limitations

Simulations in this work were based on pulse sequences used on three local MRI systems.

Exact errors in T2 quantification will depend on the exact sequence used, parameters

prescribed, and perhaps the tissue being examined (for example, white matter is known

to exhibit multi-component T2, and the accuracy of characterizing it with a single ex-

ponential fit will be limited and sensitive to echo timing). This work only considers one

inter-echo spacing at each field strength (generally, ∼10 ms). However, results may be

scaled for any other inter-echo spacing by the ratio of echo spacing to T2. Only sin-

gle component T2 is examined in this work. White matter voxels and partial volume

effects would results in multiple T2 components. Constant T1 was assumed for MESE
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fitting with indirect and stimulated echo compensation, and in the two point T2 fitting in

Chapter 4. In cases with a large T1/T2 value (>10), this assumption will result in only

very small errors in ISEC fitting [1]. Due to a range of T1 values in tissues, simulations

examining differences in T2 values between models may not be exactly as simulation

results presented. Echo amplitude simulations are most sensitive to T1 accuracy where

there are large contributions from indirect and stimulated echoes, though any resulting

T2 fit errors are expected to be small in comparison to differences in T2 values due to

the fitting model.

The majority of this work considers nominal 180◦ refocussing angles. In general, the

sensitivity of ISEC methods to errors in measured B1 or assumed T1 increase as the

refocussing angle deviates further from 180◦. Reduced refocussing angles are frequently

employed in multi-echo sequences in order to maintain the desired number of imaging

slices while staying within safety limits for RF heating. Compromises between slice

coverage, echo train length, pulse shape and imaging time must often be made in order

to remain within safety limits. The Gaussian pulse shapes employed in 4.7T experiments

described in this work are used in order to reduce RF power. SAR (specific absorption

rate) is proportional to B12. This results in pulse shapes with negative lobes, such as

in truncated Sinc pulses, depositing more RF power to achieve the same flip angle as a

simpler pulse shape without negative lobes (such as a Gaussian). If RF heating concerns

could be ignored, pulse shapes could be optimized for slice profile, and stimulated echo

contamination could be significantly reduced (though not entirely eliminated, since RF

inhomogeneity would remain an issue).

Methods for two point fitting of T2, or three point fitting of T1 and T2 are less

accurate than using dedicated relaxometry experiments. The exactly echo times (for

PD and T2w images) and repetition times (for T1w) will limit the range of T1 and T2

values which the methods are sensitive to. These sequences are also more sensitive to

noise, and to the accuracy of acquired B1 maps. When possible, prospective acquisition

of dedicated experiments for measurement of T1 and T2 are preferred. Further, these

methods do not and cannot account for multi-component T1 or T2 relaxation. While the

T2 measurement appears relatively insensitive to T1, the assumption of single component
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T2 can impact the T1 measurement, particularly when using the T2w FLAIR, since a

single component T2 estimate is insufficient to unravel the mixed T1 and T2-weighted

contrast.

Multi-slice FSE protocols for T1 and T2 fitting result in signal loss due to incidental

magnetization transfer and cross-talk. Given differences in slice acquisition order between

the T1w, T2-FLAIR, and PD-T2 protocols, these effects are unequal. Incidental MT

will not equally affect different regions of the brain, due to variation in B1 and local

tissue MT sensitivity [2]. Multi-slice data acquired with odd and even slices acquired

in separate acquisitions minimize these MT differences compared to interleaved multi-

slice acquisition of all contiguous slices, and should avoid most cross-talk between slices.

Contiguous acquisitions may result in cross talk which cause the slice profile to differ from

the simulation. Adjacent slices were not accounted for in steady state simulations. The

acquisition of even and odd slices is non-standard, and there is risk of motion occurring

between acquisitions. This acquisition also results in increased imaging time. In future,

improved slice interleaving options could be implemented to further reduce incidental MT

and cross talk. Alternatively, the issues with slice cross-talk and MT could be eliminated

by moving to 3D imaging, which is becoming more common (for example, [3]).

The second half of this thesis is dedicated to extracting relaxometry information from

standard weighted images. This has the advantage of acquiring quantitative measure-

ments without dedicated relaxometry sequences and minimal additional imaging time.

However, PD weighted images are not standard in all imaging protocols. Though a dual

echo FSE image may be acquired with a minimal increased imaging time over a T2

weighted image and B1 maps may be acquired in less than 10 seconds, some clinicians

may not be inclined to add the additional image which they will then have to view,

nor feel that a T2 map is necessary. These methods will most likely be implemented in

prospective clinical research, quantitative measurements are desired, but there is insuf-

ficient time available. Prospective acquisition of weighted images and a B1 map such

that it is possible to produce accurate and reproducible relaxation maps from clinical

data sets open the door to collaborations such that clinicians and researchers may find

new roles for quantitative MR in the clinic. Relaxation maps have the advantage of
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removing image non-uniformities due to coil sensitivity, B1 in homogeneity, and nuisance

parameters, such as gain. As 3T imaging increases in popularity, clinicians may find that

techniques which avoid image inhomogeneities, which are increased at higher field, more

desirable.

The accuracy of in vivo relaxometry measurements is ultimately limited by the fact

that data is being acquired on a living, breathing subject, not on uniform samples in

test tubes. While long scan times with many averages can result in high SNR, this

is impractical for in vivo experiments. Ultimately, scan times must be practical, and

subjects move, creating motion artefacts or resulting in differences in orientation and

slice positions between images. Motion can be a particular issue for long scans, or long

protocols, and subjects who are sick or injured may not be capable of staying still for

long periods of time. Noise, artefacts, mis-registration between images used for fitting,

and differences between positioning and ROI selection can all limit accuracy and/or

reproducibility of T1 and T2 measurements. Further, biological tissues are non-uniform.

Many biological tissues exhibit multi-component T1 and T2 decay due to tissue properties

or partial volume effects. Multi-component relaxation is not considered in this thesis,

but could result in additional biases in T1 and T2 results. Errors or biases in fitting

results would depend on scan parameters including choice of TE, TR, or inversion times,

particularly where only a few data points are used to determine relaxation times. All

of these potential sources of error would be in addition to limitations of the sequence

modelling or flip angle mapping, as discussed throughout this thesis. Ultimately the

aim of this work is to limit errors inherent in the fitting model such that, even with the

additional challenges of in vivo imaging, relaxation parameters are sufficiently accurate to

provide useful comparison between groups, or changes over time in individuals or groups.

A practical scan-rescan reproducibility goal would be within 5%.

6.3 Future Directions

There is a demand for rapid acquisition of quantitative MR parameters, as demonstrated

by the rapid rise in popularity of fingerprinting. The use of big data is also becoming a
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topic of interest [4]. In particular, weighted images are frequently acquired in the clinic

and in research, and the question of how that data may be used quantitatively is of

interest in the research community [4–6]. Future work related to this project primarily

include optimization of the T1 protocol, the prospective addition of developed methods

into ongoing studies, and retrospective application of the developed methods to existing

data sets.

The three point FSE T1 and T2 fitting protocol requires optimization to improve

the accuracy with multi-slice acquisitions, and to reduce imaging time, such that it may

be implemented into future imaging protocols. This may require customization of the

sequence. Further, there is potential for use of 3D acquisitions to avoid incidental MT and

cross talk. Standard 3D acquisitions are very slow and blurring reduces image quality.

Recent developments such as the Siemens SPACE sequence [3] have resulted in rapid 3D

images. These may be useful for parameter mapping, though the exact pulse sequences

are not openly published.

Retrospective application of the presented method for acquiring T2 from dual echo

FSE is an important next step. In particular, data from Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis

patients and Multiple Sclerosis patients is available locally, and the Alzheimer’s Disease

Neuroimaging Initiative [7] database includes a large number of patients where PD-T2

data were acquired. Previously, researchers attempted to use exponential fitting for T2

quantification from this data and found systematic differences between scanners and

across sites [6].

There is currently demand for rapid acquisition of quantitative MR parameters. Work

to achieve this goal is currently a popular area of research. One such method for achieving

this is Fingerprinting. Fingerprinting relies on rapid radial acquisition of many low SNR

data points with semi-random variations in imaging parameters. Both Fingerprinting

and the ISEC fitting approach presented in this thesis rely on pre-computed databases

of simulated image intensities. However, the methods for fitting relaxation parameters

from FSE images presented in this thesis are not Fingerprinting methods, and differ

from Fingerprinting in that conventional images are acquired, measurements rely on

only a few higher SNR data points, scan parameters are chosen purposefully, rather
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than semi-randomly, and pattern matching was not employed. This avoids spatially

specific artefacts, and allows clinicians to directly obtain the desired weighted images.

Implementation of the developed PD-T2 protocol and acquisition of a rapid B1 map

could allow for T2 quantification in ongoing clinical studies, with minimal time penalty.

Machine learning approaches are becoming more prevalent in medical imaging re-

search, and could potentially be employed for either improved fitting of data, or inter-

pretation of quantitative data. Perhaps training data sets looking at single vs multi-slice

acquisitions could assist with removal of bias due to incidental MT, or to extract relax-

ation parameters given alternative groups of weighted images. For example, if training

data contained B1, T1 and T2 maps, and a variety of weighted images, perhaps quan-

titative maps could be extracted, even where sequences were not simulated in detail, or

the requirement of a B1 map could be removed.

Overall, the methods presented here may be implemented for the purpose of improving

accuracy, reproducibility, and availability of relaxation mapping in both clinical and

research settings. The described limitations of T1 and T2 methods may also allow future

research to be better interpreted. The methods developed in this thesis for quantification

of relaxation times from FSE images have potential for both retrospective analysis of

existing data, and prospective acquisition of data. This has potential for use in both large

scale databases, and smaller local research-clinical partnerships. The ISEC approach for

fitting MESE data could also allow for combination of data across multiple sites, where

differences in scanners and pulse sequences may have previously prevented comparison

of data due to variable amounts of indirect and stimulated echo contamination, and thus

systematic biases between data sets.
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Appendix A

Supplementary Figures

This Appendix contains images which were prepared as supplementary figures, or are

displaying results which were discussed but not shown in the respective chapters.

A.1 Supplementary Figures for Chapter 2
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Figure A.1: Mean error in T2 fit result (%) from simulated MESE T2 decay curves with
T1 = 1 s, 500 repetitions at SNR = 50 when using a simple mono-exponential model.
Errors observed are 20% to >100%.
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Figure A.2: Mean error in T2 fit values (solid lines) ± coefficient of variation of (dashed
line) for simulated T2 = 50 ms and nB1 = 1.0 for a range of SNR are shown (a-c) for
each algorithm, and corresponding B1 fits are shown below (d-f).
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Figure A.3: T2 mapping using the Bloch model for ISEC was found to be robust to errors
in the assumed T1, where T1 is estimated within 1 second. The EPGSLR fitting model
was similarly robust, however, the EPGFT model, overestimated T2. Fit accuracy in all
models is relatively insensitive to T1, when fitting uses a T1 estimate (here, 2 s) within
1 s of the actual T1 (1-3 s).
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Figure A.4: T2 accuracy is examined when erroneous nB1 values are provided to Bloch-
ISEC fitting. T2 measurements are found to be robust to small errors in the nB1 map.
Simulations were performed for a T2 of 50 ms, T1 of 1 s, and a range of nB1 values.
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A.2 Supplementary Figures for Chapter 3
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Figure A.5: Error in exponential T2 fitting of 12 echoes, simulating 1.5T experiments.
Results show similar trends to simulations of 4.7T experiments. Differences are primarily
due to use of different pulse shapes. 1.5T experiments were performed on a clinical
scanner, using proprietary Siemens standard optimized pulse shapes.
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